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What. '1o4sii tc --;aortk- 3f,E

The 3 mear dre, J thn 8 mi!..4_ne ote4,.

2 oney, fic41-,g,

parts, tte whole numeral three ndred fifty sight.

People did not Always 4se thi system for writing numerLle. When

primitive people kept a r,.cd of a rumr, they often did it by making

scratobss to the diT, or c a :tor, cutting notches in a stick, or

tnoti lb a roTa. ;'ney cep tracK or tteir enee or otner

bY placing pabbiec ,noi for roach &nii Later they kne;;

that sheep were missing if there was not one sheep for each pebble. We

4-1A AA-4A, +1,A AA Ano 44 AA 1-4,A A4,4-yr+ +,IAA -17n+os ill 4 rtm .47 i

making one ark for each vote, like ths4=={-- H The important

thing about ',hest ways of rc flr.ding numbers is that one mark stands

for one ol*sct, and there are as many marks as there are obj ctr. Th.y

rd not have any marks which stood for several things, such is our "8"

to stand for "milli! " or tho Roman "V' to stand for "11111."

Much lster, p-opi gar to use a single syibol to stand for

movers.' objects. The Egypia used symbols of this kind. They had

different symbols for 10, 1_

1

1000, 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000.
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They repeAtea the symno. to Brow t,,,c1L- JJL

lAa ro.

.otu5 1-=tower

r,ent reed

Ebct f
A al oh' abed -Aar

was ( -, re _blibi; a Qiie. rc,2a, the. vrc,'e seven

The or.er In which the tynfools were wri was not

w-r-i tteh either be,7( 07 after thou
;1 I

*wade. They could write "-))" tther &A nro )r 0 n "2341" was

written: 1,pciiftle,r,ri or Ice77 711 . Notice that the

numerical value of e_n Eia-ptiar numeral is the sum of the nuabers

repremente-d by +he inn v iciuAl numerals.

The Batyloniene who lives long ago in the part of Asia which we

call the Middle East, had an interesting wa of writing numerals. They

did their writing on clay tabets; with a wedge-like in* ,rment called

stylus. Their symbol for I was and their sormbo foi 1C was

They repzeted and combined these yhols to write the numbers up to 59.
4

example, r4vV" earlt twelve, and " 4 4 V V " tattatt, forty-fi

To write numbers larger thm f9 th0.27 1).,..41 the same symbols, but the

position in which they wea,_s v-1:ten changed their value. The, -eed

the number sixty in the same way that we use ter. If we wr-As 4'2, It

MNas (4 x 10 X 10) (5 X 10) (2 x 1). When the Babylonians wrot

2
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thr t1tr,

a=1;17 5:013

thi$!_

A 4 z r

-7,

a

into 'ixti seonr]ti it 7 ,.(mians J2. 5x=ty

1. How on in calr

1.11..mtraiJ?

numer, 6 tner, have

23.-17 -arl**17, )7? 1,11i,1117

Immerkils, This system Ilsed :trokeu,

zany ans 'nelieve plic*.urf-s of ** -crs, for the numbers

from one t f, iixt tr.. , 01 04

tq
men tney use a haxid,

d:Jally *hey belzan to leave out some of

7.nrka and wrot.,.?. f-ivo this way: V. They put two hands together

for ten, X , which later became X. To wrIte other numbers they com-

h4nd these by additi,-. For cample, XV:11 = 10 5 1 + 1

rsYFT'eTT lrin _A, In - 1 . . = 1F,/.

. Write the following in Roman numerals:

,e [\
'Ott/ )A- \Wi I/

1,41 Cl 1

4. Write the following lu ordi.,ary Hindu-Arabic numerals:

,

a) kU) (u) (d1 MCCL (e) III

Puch later, the Romans began to use subtraction to write se numbers,

and wrote four as IV, nine as TX, and forty as L. As you know

means fifty, C means 100, D means 5C0 and M means 1000. Sometimes

they wrote a bar over X, C, and M, and that auitiplind the value by
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Our 4 oi numer Inve-1

Ftre

hcw diffe from

Aran5.

eithough the E.,

ch&r is ts CE

each

son

the

thfs system

umber;

(2) the position of a symbol in a numeral tells
s!1 of 71-,-,11pi

th_ for zero. which ,A use to

fill place which would otherwise be empty
and light lead to mderumerstanding.

_,mple, 3 is the nur 7a1 for a =-et o t. ,c thige.

f'Dr 3 collections of ten tru n s ea!h, or thjr%,

is,

.300 is

the rn- eral for 3 collections of one hundred things -,ach, or three hun-

, a

isur ly easier t.o _rfrrm with our system than with other systems, as

you will see if you try to add or multiply using Egyptian, Roman, or

ion;

The system we use for writing numerals is called a decimal system.

The word "decimal" comes from a Latin word which means el We can

write the

ten number

_al for a-7 number, however large or small, by using just

0. 1, 2. 3. 4, 6. 7. 8. 9. This is possible.

because the way we write erals makes use of place value; that

Cne position in whicn a symbol is ,i ' wji. as the s _

356 stands for

three hundreds, the 5 for 5 tens or fifty and the b for eight units, When

determines the number for which it stands. The 3

we c 'It a group of -bjects, we uscatly group them in tens. For example,



ftn the xH 7_ c3 a

74)

pos.! had a iarg -:- 7'5.

grcups of ten until fewer than tn

line arcs each group of ten tens or a mndre.

(

I K' 1 le. I I

i
i ;- !''s ''-

-i!

I I 1,x x..1A.
?c ) 4 t *.. H

, ,i_. I ,,: 11.. ,Lt 1 1.- . - . , , .
i II, -1

i 1 ( IL )( !1,, :-::_ I .:'- r,<- ix'A 11.):,

I 1 .4 f! d (I -- 7 I

1 1.:1 1 1 i

vo

1,Ti this picture I- ri, da she -Line is around 1 groingrou oi i(,_:, tens oz-

1 hund_,AL; there ,- _ al_o 2 tPns, and 3 unito. So there are (1x14x10) -,

+ lix-14, Or ----4--2).

In, brew twenty-seven x's. unl draw lines armed ,_ our of

ten to show what 27 means.

11. Draw a group of x's in Tlicri i of .- _e X 3 are ill gr,,upa

of 10. Write the numeral for this group.

me_prino of those numsrals in the waY shown for 4E.

148 -1m (4x.10) + (axl)

13. Cony a. i complete foi AW:i n, Mul tiplicat i on table, using

Rcan n rale.
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we add numbers we make use of groups of ten also. When we

say "How much is 9 + 7?", 'de mean "How many tens and ones?" So we do

not say, "9+7=5+11," although that would be correct. We can group

°news;

16

9+7 =

(6+3)+7

6*(3+7) =

6+10

16

We say our s:stem of writing numerals has the Ilse ten.

Starting at ones' place, each place to the left is given avalue

10 times as large as the place before. The places from right to left

have the values shown below.

1 10x2Ox1Ox1Ox10 1 10x10x20x10 1 10x10x10 J 10x10 1 10
1

Often we write these values more briefly by using a small numeral

to the right and above the 10. .This numeral shows how many 10's Ire

multiplied together. In this way, the values of the places are written:

105 1 104 10
3 2

1 10 101 1

and are read

10 to the fifth power, 10 to the fourth powe '10 to power (or

10 cubed) 10 to the second power (or 10 squared), 10 to the first power, 1.

Numerals used as the 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 are used above are-called

"exponents" and the numeral with ,which they

7

used (in this case, 10)
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is called the The number represented by the entire explession,

such as 104 is mailed a mower. 4 is a short wny write 4x4x4.

14. is a short way to write 3x3x3x3?

15. What is the meaning of 54

16. What number is represented by 4-

17. Which represents the larger number: or

The meaning of 352 may now be written using exponents, like this:

(3x102) (5x101) (2x1).

18. Write the numbers below using exponents.

468 (b) 5324 7062 (d) 591,20

Probably the reason that we use a numeral system with ten as

is that people have ten fingers, and when primitive men began to c

their possessions they counted on their fingers. This accounts for the

fact that the ten symbol: 0, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 called

"digits." We speak of these symbols as digits when we Wish to refer

to them apart from the longer numerals in which they are used. For

example, the "digits" in 458 4, 5, and 8. The Celts, who lived in

Europe more than 2,000 years ago, used twenty as base, and so did the

Mayaris in Central NmH Can vn) think of s reason? What special

Word do we sometimes use for twenty? If Martians had a. different num

of their

numerals. Let us see how systems with bases other than ten work.

19. Look up the French words for "eighty" and 'tinety." Do

you know an English word which indicates that some people

used to count by twenties? (Think of Lincoln's Gettysburg

Address.)

of fingers they might use some other number as t
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Suppose we have system with seven as ass. What symbols shall

we have?

0, 6_

There are seven digits or smbols needed for a system of numerals to

the base seven just as t1,-re were ten needed for base ten. Let UP

group the x's below so as to write the number of x's in base seven.

We draw a around seven x's, and see that there 1 group of

seven, and 3 more. There are 13
seven

. We write the "seven" to show

what base we are using. "13sevenn means 1 group of seven and 3 ones.

We read 13 as 0: _bree, not as thirteen. up to 66
seven

, you may think
seven

of the nu bers in terms of weeks and days. When no base is written, we

understand the numeral is written in base ten.

20. i aw x's and group them with lines to show the meaning of

25seven (b) 32seven (c) 408 on (d) 123

Then write each of the above in decimal notation.

is in base seven can be written out like this:

even (2 x seven- 4 x seven (6 x one) =

(2 x seven x seven) (4 x seven) (6 x one) = 7

How would you write this ral in the usual decimal

notation?

Write there numerals with exponents in the above way:

(a) %seven (b) 4seven

n

5° even (d) 4120seven

Then express each in decimal notation.

22. Below is the beginning of a chart of the numerals for the



0 to 110 base ten). From here on, in indicating

en, write it words ( "base ten") rather than a

numeral. 4M* is necessary since 10 means one 01 the ba

which may be 7 or any number. Finish the chart, 85 you will

need it later.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71

2 12 22 32 42 52 62

3 13 23 33

4 14 24
5 15

6 16

7 17'
8 18
9 19

23. Copy a ccxiplete the following chart of Be seven n rats, shov-

ing the numerals from 0seven
to 110

se n
.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

1 11 21

2 12 42

3 13

4 14

5 15 55

6 16

aIng Base Sevep Numerals

Note that 10
seven

is

read one-zero, not as

ten and that 11__seven

is read one-one, not

as eleven, etc.

When we learn to add numbers expressed in base ten w

100 "basic" combinations. These combinations are arranged in

the chart below. Finish the chart.

Second addend

0 1 2 _5_6_ 7 8 9

0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

7 8 9 10 11 12

8 9 10 11 12 13

10 11 12 13 14
12 13 14 15

14 15 16
16

First 4
addend 5

6
7
8
9

10

18

16
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25, Comp' e the pert of the table you have f11'ked in with the

part which is the- What do you notice nut the two

parts?

26. Finish the chart below, showing the sums in base seven.

Second addend

2
First
addend 4

5

6

27. When you add n

combinations are there?

28. Draw lines in the addition chart for base seven like the lines

in the chart for base ten. Are the two parts of the table.

-like?

Add these number

ssed in hs.se seven, how many

25

As you know, you "c when the

more. 25 = 2 tens + 5 ones

AA tens + a_ones

Add:

of a column is ten or

6 tens +13 ones = 7 tans + 3 ones

seven 2 sevens+ 4 ones

severe
= 3 sevens * 5 ones

5 sevens + nine ones = 6 sevens + 2 ones = s-

Is it possible to carry" in addition in base seven just as

you do in addition in vase ten?4h

1. In base ten, you "carry" when the sum of a column is or more.

32. In base seven, you "carry" when the sum of a column is ? or

more.

r urn

11
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Add these numbers in base r

(a) 42seven (b) -:en 32seven (d) 254scven (e

13 1(35seven
-110VOU von 25seven

34. For Ex. 33c, writ, out th3 addition to abow how your an

was Obteirmild.
the numbers in Ex. 33 to base ten, and

check your answers by adding in the usual way.

35. 'Subtract:

To sub

seven
Was -,our remainder 25asven?

3
%even

43s even think "4 sevens +

15 seven

Subtract these

ones = 3 sevens + t

4'seven
625_sevan

1 seven + 5 ones = Bevan_ opes

in base seven,

2 sevens 5 ones

56seven (b) 61649yen (c) 34seven
d) 456savar,

Aaeven 35e even
25seven 263seven

Ex. 36c, show how the 34seeen is changed, in order

it easier to subtract.

3d. Complete the multiplication chart below far numbers in base

en. Are two parts of this table alike?

0 1 2 3 4_ 6

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 0 2 4 6 11 13 15

3 0 3 6 12 15 21 24

4 0
5

6

39. Multiply these base seven numbers.

a) 52seven 34seven (c) 421seven (d) 21seven

6 4 12seven

Rare are some numbers it en. HOW would you write

them i4 base ten?

43seven (b) 526seven
(c) 4seven

2 _ v n

12
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base ten, and multiply

a

Check your answers by changing

the answers of E. 39 to ly,A ten.

42. Explain the division of these base

it n ©t in the body of the w_

) 6142seven ft) 61420seven

(c) 61435seven

43. Divide Wiseven by 2,Jeven,

Divide 652sey by 5seven.

Tr_STS F01 DIVISIBILITY

-umbers. (The base

45

6 )53seven

45

33

45. 700k at the counting chart for numbers written in base 100

How can you tell which numbers a-e divisible by 2? How can

you tell whia are divisible by 5? By 10?

46. Now look at the counting, curt for numbers written in base

seven, and copy the first ten numbers which are exactly

divisible by 2. Is there an easy way to tell whether a

number is divisible by 2 from its exp ; ions in base seven?

47. From the counting chart in base seven, copy the first five

numbers which are divisible How can you tell whether

a number writter in base seven is exactly divisible by seven?

In the counting chart for numbers written in base ten,

look at the ones which are divisible by nine. What do

you notice about the sum of the digits of each numeral?

Can you guess the general rule?

Think of four numbers, larger than 100, which are divisible

by 9. Add the digits in each numeral separately. Does

13
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4e i.- 1 that

(c) Think of four numbers, l&rger than 100, u _ h are not

divisible by 9. See whether the rule you found works

for those numbers,

(d) Can you till how 4.A., deelle whether a number is divisible

adding the digits in its base ten ral?

490 counting chart for numbers written .n tae sev

look at this ones whi are exactly divisible by Si-r.

Add the digits in each numerAl. Do you notice a gene_ 1

rule?

(b) Think of four numbers larger than fifty, which

divisible by six, Write them in numerals in bass seven,

then add the digits numeral separately. Does your

rule still work?

mlloon0AA vnwirl

(c) Do the same for four nu

divisible'

than :Any, which

Does the rule work for these

numbers?

kti) Can you tell how to decide whether a number is divisible

by six by adding the digits in its base seven numeral?

50. Why should the test for divisibility b nine with numerals to

base ten be like the test for divisibility by mix with numerals

to base seven?

51. In the counting chart for base ten, choose five two-place

numbers which are exactly divisible by 3. Find the BUM

of the digits for each number.'. Can you discover the

general rule?

Choose five -,,seers between ten and one hundred which are

not exactly divisible by 3 and find the sum of the base

it+

2o
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ici a way to tell dhethee a number written

is exactly divisible y 3?

Look e the covnting chart for base seven and choose

fivc two-pl -mmbers whieh sre divi sibl_e by 3. Does

the method you stated for numbers n in base ten

seem to work for base seven numerals?

Can you suggest an her base for which this test works?

If so, illustrate.

Write ,.. number in base ten which can be exactly divided by 4.

Write the same number in base seven. Can it be exactly

divided by 4?

Think of a number greater than 5 ulaich can be exactly divided by

5. Write the number in base seven aumerals and in base ten

numerals. Divide by 5, writing the quotient in base seven and

also in base tea. Are the numerals the same? Do they represent

the same number?

You have le

CHANGING FROM BASE TEN TO BASE SEVEN

now to nge a number written in base seven

numerals to base ten numerals. .t is also easy to change from base

ten to base seven. Let us see how that is done.

In base seven, the values of the places are 1, seven, seven,

and so on.

seven]. '7ten

seven2 /0''ten

seven '343ten

15

21



1 1 1 6

Umr7^ ocmc.t) 111710T,01

u""" e- ---*Pten

Since 524 is larger than 343, first see how any seven3 there are.

,--1
431524

1A2
181

The division -how, t ere will be a

1 in the seven-? posi

Now see how many 49's there are in 181.

,--1
491181

34

There will be a

position.

Now see how many sevens there are in 34.

-A
7134

28

So 524ten x 7

the aeven2

There will be a 4 in the seven

position and 6 in ones' place.

4x71) (6 x 1)

524ten = 134bseven

54. Change 50ten to base seven numerals.

55. Change 145ten to base seven numerais.

56. Divide 1958ten ten. What is the quotient? What

remainder? Divide the quotient by ten. What is the new

quotient? Continue in the same way, dividing each quotient

by 10, until you get a quotient of zero. How are the suc-

cessive remainders related to the original number? Try the

same process with 123,456, 789t-n Try it with any other

number.

57. Divide 524ten by seven. What is the quotient? What is the

remainder? Divide the quotient by seven, and continue as in

Ex. 560 except that ycu divide by seven each time instead of

ten. Compare tkie re. minders with 524ten written in base seven.

58. Can you give another method for changing from base ten to ha

seven?

16

22
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studied numbers written in base ten an en. Now

us try same other bases.

59. W4v many symbols would there be in a system of notation

in base five? b40140 three? base r

Draw sixteen x's on a paper. Draw line_ around the groups

you would use for base five. Then write the numeral show Lng

the number of x's in base five. Be sure to write "five"

er and below the numeral to show the base.

NOW draw sixteen x's again, draw lines around groups of x

and write the numeral in base four.

62. Draw sixteen x's again and show how to the numeral in

base three.

63. Make to show the numbers re

13eight
(b) 23

fed

10 three

(d) Do you have the same number of x's in all three

of x's?

ilow many threes are there in 20three?

Vow many sixes are there in 20six?

How many nines are there in 2012ine?

65. Wheat is the smallest whole number which can be used as base

for a system of number notation?

66. Here is part of a roll of tickets. Use different bases to

record the number of tickets.

ups

17

23



Number of
Tickets Base ten Base

one

two

11-18

four Base tree

five

six

seven

el

nine

0

ten

67. 467
eigh t

(4 x eight2) (6 x eightl) (7 x one)

When we write tLe meaning of a numeral in this ways we say

we are writing it in "expanded notation."

Write the following numbers in expanded rotation.

(a) 638nine
(b) 245aix (c) 1002three

68. How is each of these numbers written In base ten?

69. Write in expanded notation:

(a) 234f lye
(b) 103five (c) 4five

(d) If there mile -as t nd for am urts of money, what

does each place represent?

Duodec l Numerals

There are two bases of special interest. One of these is base

twelve, which is the base of a sy tez, called the duodecimal system.

We group many things by 12's, and call each group one dozen. We speak

of a dozen eggs, a dozen rolls, a dozen pencils. mien we have twelve

twelves we call that one gross. Schools often buy pencils by the gross.

18 24
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To write numbers in _e twelve, you must have twelve symbols.

You can make'up symbols for ten and eleven, or use "t" and "e". The

X's below are counted in base ten and in base twelve.

XXXXXX X X X X

1 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to
70. Write in expanded notation

X X X X

3

10 11

(a)
14'twelve

(b)
3 2twelve t aeive

Then express these numbers in base ten.

14 15 16 Base ten

12 13 14 Base t

(c) 47etweive

71N Many people believe that twelve is a better base for a system

than ten __- See if you can find out why they think so.

Bin-, Numerals

The other base which has special importance is base two, called

the binary system. Just as we use base ten and the Babylonians used

base sixty, some modern high speed computing machines- use base two,

or the binary system.

Suppose we use tiro as base. What symbols will there be? Only 0

and 1.

72. Draw three x's, draw lines a

number of x's in base t

73. Make a counting chart in base two, for the numbers from sere

seventeen. Remember the places will stand for powers of two.

74. Make an addition chart for base two. How many addition facts

are there?

75. Make a multiplication chart for base two. How many multiplicae

tion facts are there? Would they be hard to learn?

76. Below are some numbers expressed in base two. The first im

coups of two, and write the

19 25



to show the meaning of the digit in each place.

Write the other- in that way.

1011
two

= (1 z two3) (0 x two (1 x 4wol)

(a ) 111two

(b) 1000tvo

(c) 10101two

u000two

number does 2' represent
-1
2- ? Write

of two, up to tvo9, in base ten.

78. Wbat numbers are represaLued in Ex. 767 Give your answer

in base ten notation.

79. Add these numbers Which are expressed in binary notation.

(a) 101two (b) 110two (#7.) "120two (d) 10111two

2two 101two 311two 11111tuv

Check b expressing the numbers in base ten and adding in

be usual way.

800 Subtract these base two numbers.

(a) llitwo ( 110two -) 1011two
lltwo 100twowhy()

11001two
10110two

al. Check by expressing the numbers in base ten and subtrac

in the Li way.

When people operate acme lends of high speed computing

machines they usually express numbers in base two. Change

these base ten numbers to base two.

(a) 35 (b) 128 (c) 12 100

If you have a peg board and some match sticks, you can

represelt base two numbers on the board. Leave a hole blank

for 0 and put in a match stick for one. Represent two numbers

20

26



on the board one oelcjw ther, and try ,ad _I.

board.

Nov you have worked with several differen

Do acme have special advArtages";

85. Have you ever seen a weighing s_

"14' t4,r1C.7

uses weigts

one ride and

c noug weigh to' balanc c-i, it on other side. Then vc

add up the ::ei tss , used to f!n the the

thing.

;-appose you want a set of weights which bill make it

pose fur :IOU Lu wclg a -kage,

3 pounds, and so on up to l'., pounds fractionsi. What

is the fewest number of weightn you will need, and what

their weights 1).:2?

Here is a set

I I 1

carob

2 10 4 Le

3 1l 3 11 5 13

0 13! 6 14 6 14
17 1C,

L t e L

7
i.

C 7 15

Tell a person to ;11, sea n- -ber between 1 and and

pi,ek ouL arde ouutainieig that Lumber and give them to you.

By adding the numbers at the top of the cards be gives

you caz tell im the numoor he chose.

See if you can figure out how the trick works. Then Bee

you can make a set of cards which you can use for numbers

from 1 to 31.

Here is a method Qf mul on, different from the one

you use.

21



25 x 34

25 34 DiNiQe the h__,:h r--- '77-T cc.

cross
even 12 68 out '- =1'"ing awa aLY ,-7'mrs, aiiLl multiply the

cross
even 136 out ._.,...mb,,:i _1--.

The, crcLs

272 o-,. th,, :71:77-9
',-,-, ,77!ond cuzr, which are

opposit i6vn ntimtrs in the first column, and

lfl the 7r=-- -'73 column which are

t! --70ct pr&Cuct fc:r x 34? Try to

figure out why this ,T.ctA wcrks ('''.T?member. 6ase 2.)

88. Do you have al' abdcus In ya J.1

one from a :--1-ary /'n071 c'r ore. Then 1._Ake on to u- for

numbers expressed in base two.

22



uf.

We use numbers in ccun

family there re five on_ildren,

n

=,19. twel ve orange t the s` ore.

There arm fve 4-hol.1sPnd four hIln(Arel eighty-flys ns(-,rls In the stadium,

La 12 ',4,85 are the n&-'4ea

ogn_

usual syste- 1.

the n (-Jrs entIL,ne(A.

numbe rs in the ()rid ar(

We know that ther e ia

nlimerais

,,es in the

room. If tnere a- tn -..nere are ,t-AJ states.

There are 36 pupils ih the room and toe teE? has '

each pupil a sma 1 card. The nu

_is

The number words, which we

of cards- and

tem(' ha:1

a standard set

in a certain order, and match with any set that we wish.

the cane

number

nk car 1s.

we memorize

e may have learned abut a in different ways. Some of us

nay have learned number names and then how to count. We learned that

the last name we used gave us 'he number of the set counted. For

example, here we have a collection

or set of m-rka. ire ask ho 1 I // I

there. ,hat the

oirw.A.W 4JRU,.WW

eleven. So we say the number of marks is eleven. If these

in some way to form a pattern we may

recognize a pattern of eleven without

counting each mark. And that was

23
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Is this easier? Do you need to noun



te wpy 1-

things without

qee a fPmj.l_lr

colintIng,

Oozes.

re

Perhaps we wt_,

nr7 u-_;m13

_ two but so me.

Things may have many properties in c_ -- like size,

-oliectlons orusz,

They have the pr P

"SamenaSele called numb wr. Any time two sets of things can be ached

like this --

HV

3aw

of thin

members. This

Lw eLa ilava a a.m4A6

property. die use the fol.nel numeral to describ this ni.L,

prop rty.

We ktow that this ie rot

balls. We call the number of t

set "four." We learned number names

different coilectioL.4. We found that we could arrange

24



each n_

1

starting 1 and I more

C

It waf then t t we soon learn_

em or numerioc

Mat would i love

or ee

We can, = z 2ourse,

A- 4-

twice,

three T

1.

1

tiws

Ts are

tne

1 acre

f

and 1 more is

ce va.10 . -,d

_narrea a C'-)Mpi..Le.cy.

provided

th sets. For

e norses n.ake a set of five animals. Also

letters.

Exercises - 1

fnilnwing are nfltural n

7 43 (d) .6 (e) 20

3/1 (h) 100 (i) J/4

age these t_ral nuiber n their usual order.

(a) 1, 2, 6, 4 5

1 + 1, 2 1

which

0 + 5.

rv, V, Ii, VI, VII, VIII,

fr,11r, i - r 1-11;mhD-r Naural nimbera not n one

and ten? 2, 5, 7, 8. Not between Jix and el- e- 4, 9, 11, 15.

Not between one -nd fifty? 1, 15, 25, _8 Not between one eu.d.

ten? 78, 86.

Here are sets of objects arranged so that the number of objects in

the set may be recognised without Write the name of the

number of objects in emch set.

25



Rewrite the

read without

(b)

7

6. Show a grouping of marks which could easily be read without counting

for the following

10 12

. Tell how many dots are in the

a)

11% or*o.

chairs. You want to find au

16 (d)

thout cc

c)

np each dot.

Fi -set of

chairs are needed. Is it

necessary to count the people and the chairs to find out? What

can you do to get quick_y the needed informa Do you then

know how any people are in the r

A theater owner wants to o- how marry people attended the show

last night. He knows the first ticket sold was numbered 60588

and the last ticket sold was 60735. Does he need to hire a an

26
3 2



count e peoole as t'

er for w'

10. A .Becher has grade r.om ory. 7-a 1-9 recorded

rac_- How can

_Ka C

set is 3 more than tne otn-72:r.

13. '.when you count t e number of peop

his

..,udent

. JO

group them to show that one

m does

in what order you cou:_t? Wfvit must yoe be careful about in counting?

14. Comet'-,es th,,re are twice as many of one kind of thing

as another (Jive som e examp...es in which you wo

re twice as many one kind as another ithout counting either

set.

If you have

pencils enLi in the

.cils

lere are

ne of the= t-ere ar' 5

how many

you have? What do you do to answer this question? If you aay you "add"

do you think, 5 4. 2 or

The arithnar,i teacher read two Large numbers to be added. J

did not understand what his teacher said when she read the first n

He wrote the second number when she read it. Then he asked her to

repeat the first number. When she read again, John wrote it on hie



same Tim ae ',he other .:-;,1,1d 3 z.1J

time? We the s ui GGLXIV :I is -Ale same as

CXIX:__ and C-7,LXIV. In the binary system Eye fin". th&-7-, the sum

1101011 . .-.00111 &F,

h-! rign,

cover a mist ake

other

problem adding up.''

=

-,ionn If

reed that to

balls with, 2 balls gave us the aa.mo number -f balls a-

with is-

Y,du have just recognized

3,1Z

ting 2 06115

tive pro . ertf for addition

of natural numbers. It means that the order in which we add tw numbers

does not mak

nth arc other

any difference in the sum of the two numbe-s.

=

4 adth4 to 3 is 7 or 3 4 = 7

or OP can

4 3 4.

The statement of thi3 law in words is quite clums.y.

simpler and clearer to ,%ety this in mathemati _1 language:

"If a and b are natural numbers, then a + b = b + a."

Ye just discussed the case in which a = 4 and b = 3.

us supposr Dc 's patrol goes on a trip. Twenty-nine boys

fta+.11 +011"1% Ard rvennes for food. How many cents can be

spent for food? How do you find the answer to this problem?

This way? 29 or this way? 38



7

BILL ome 'orm r s a 38 boys and girls o-

They shared the '70st of t_e eEch vas

How much dick the party cost Do yc., fine tide ans,ft r

This way': 38

`appose we have

t change the arras gee

Do we need more

X X X
X X X

(5 x 3

The product of

or tA.s

3 In ea_

to y cents.

29

We nec ded

rows chalr witn ettch row.

X X X
X X X
X XXX

(3 x 5)

numbers is the ems, whether the first

be multiplied by the second or the second be multiplied by the first.

This statement iS called the commutative property for multiplication

a Mural numbers. It means that it makes no difference which Lumber

is the multiplier and which is the multiplicand. This statement may

clumsy to you. Can you state this property in symbols?

We can use this idea to detect mistakes we might make in

rme mumber by another. We found these products.

3927 5

5635 3395

31416 970

4713$ 4365

1899595 14

595

As an app' cation of the c:lamuta _v_ property, we realize we have made

a mistake. Find the mistake.

The idea of using letters o stand for Any number whateoev

stating general principles of arithmetic is a very useful part of

29



mat cal

cation

use a dot for + ltiplicatiou. For enpte ear.

I

.15

staker; fcir each

014

and
H

f

"a . b" for

the F.xerctses the 5

ti

=

+ 7 equal th 7

Is 3 5 64 equii

64 4 35?

(d) Is :15 462 equal to

462

Is 315 462 eve0 to

264 + 513?

Is 475 381 qual to

SC)

72 eq_

e mp le :

1 + 72?

15 16 * 52 equal to 25 + 61?

Is 58 + equal to 94 58?

(d) Is 465 + 332 equal to

564

Is 735 + 254 equal to

537 + 452?

Is 851 + 367 equal to

183 574? 158 + 763?

equal (g) Is 58 ± 94 equal to + 58

5

(j) 18 5

(k) Is 5

5?

5?

57

5?

when these are written in the

base twelve?

Insert a symbol which make)

following true sthtements.

30

(h) 7 4. 4 4 +7

ki) 9 b V

j 12 + 5 5 *11

(k) 46 + 81



(1;

Is 5

Ic 6 +

Add and use

property

465
179

COMMUT,-,;ti

7_3967

(-r )5

(a) Is x 5

-;u al

tc

(4 * 1) 2)?

24 x 43 equal to

4. Multiply and use the commute-

t; a e properti

multiplication

36 305
x 12 X_

7604 (34),,

x 1008 x (7)

Which of the following are true?

5. (a) 4 4- 6 = 6 + 4

(b) 7 - 2 = 2 - 7

(c) 3x9 =9x3

(d) 41 x 6 = 16 x 41

the

she

utative

.44 A 44 44 4 4, 4.,

'4L' l2
(124t)1

is 7 equal 1 to 7 x 9'

6 equal

1) l4

to 43?

eqal

to (4 + 5) (6

Is (9 + 2) (7 + 6) equal

o (9 + 6) " (5 6)?

s (486) (501) less than

(OA)?

Multiply and use the commu tative

76 475W
x9 x2007

(241)5 (1011) (465)

x (32)5 x (110 x (372)12

Which of the following are true?

5. (37 x t)12 = k x 37)12

31 7) = (7 - 31)

iv = v

49 x 63 = 64 x 48



4. 2 2

65 - 47 =

(g) 72 f 12 =

Insert a symbol

f

47 -

12 f 72

the _.,Jisert

72

& tayt

/

following true
11,

(a) 25 -4- 17 'ft) 47 1P2 1F2 47

(b) 26 -4 4 -26 71 - 5( 56_01

(c) 60 I. 20 20 625 .1 2) 625

(d) 32 x 1 2 3.2 x 32 ka, 7 6 x 67 6 7 x 76

7 4 84 84 7 ';'5 4 575 575 x 25

Addition and sabtracU.ox, dist cPe.cdticibb Whic c-- t e perforr-.ed

numbers. They are examples of bi_ary operations, since they are performed

on a pair of numbers. What other binary operations are frequently useL

in arithmetic?

The operations of addition and multiplication each have the

ty that the cornnutative nrooerty holds. Notice the similarity

between the equations

We say that

b = b a.

:se operations are com

tion is commutative we

whether e__

ask whether a b- a is true for Au

numbers a and b. Is it true for a = 5 and b = Is division: a com-

mutative operation? Give an example illustratlng your answer.

Exercises

Which involve corutative operationsY

1 (d) 4 - 5

(b) 6 4. 8 (e) 12 f 3

1-1 ft
1,./

32

(f)



h4 c

(d)

walk down

.our red p

Iii walk thr, :,- h, &

I] -

s aro, (73:17::

gito paint

close icor.

What opera.tiocs and actives can yov list w7lich are co.,

Which are not commutative? You need '1' more -heln fl Q

each.)

Jf Suppose we define n w o e1 t ion,

Compute 3 4 and 4

How do you add

-e

this operation cu

Tim Associative Pro e

You think 2 + 3 =

like this:

d bring down the 1.

What have you actually done? Why does it work? You ]tow that

12 = 10 + 2. Your probl--

(2 4. 3 ) . We know 12 = 10

nUR cers.

What do we mean by 2

(10 + 2) + 3. You actually found

Let us try scmc other

Do we mean + 2) Bowe

mean 1 + (2 3 ) 7 Does it mak2 Arc), difference? We have raid tt order

we add two numbers doesn't make any difference. Nov we see that the

way we group nabere tc add them doesn't cage the SUM.

(2 = + 5 = 6

k-k T 4

We call this idea the associative c'-.c-J- t1 of addition for

cumbers. Using both the commutati- and ag 3cciative properties

'J3



(14 +

is

ad.

ht. "12

nkl

= (12

prr per t f of additici

+(lS commut, ,ive

property of additicni

1:') 14 By the ass4ciative

'on:Yoe Y of addition

The commutative principle means we may change the order of any t-c

..44441,44..44 aA,44,,g eOncinff

The associative principle

for purposes of ar'tinz n-:

is, b) c = a (b +c).

no ma

1m; t).-At

how we may group numbers

r.I __I 1', is T

When you multiply 2 (30) you actually comp- (2 . 10. .,41

kn 4 30 = 3 10. Is 2(3 10 = (2 . ) 10?

The associative principle holds for multiplication

numbers. What do mean by 2 x 5 x 47 Let's try some ways.

(2 x

2x(5

AA

4 = tO xb = 40

4) = 40

1-S c1 t'A Odu
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please -bout changing the product. This is caned the Angsla-

time many multi lication for natural numbers, that i

(a x b) xo=ax c).

'Since addition and tiplition are associative, there is no

possibility of confusion when we write 1 + 2 + 3 or 1 2 3 omitting

the parentheses. This is an example of mathenatical slang which is

allowed since it does not lead to any confusions

However in 2 + 3 4 it does fcake a difference how we ,group tima

numbers since

(2 +

but 2

* 4 = 5 * 4 = 20

4) = 2 12 = 14

Therefore it is wrong to omit the parentheses here and w2 +

nonsense unless we make some agreement about its meaning.

Exerci

is Show that the following are trues

Example: (4 + 3 ) + 2 = 4 + (3

7 +2 =4 +5

9 = 9

A

(a) + 7) 2 = (7 2) (a) 21 + 5) (5 +

(b) 8 + (6 + 3) = (8 + 6) 3 (b) 34 + 17) + 29 = (17 + 29)

46 (73 436 + (476 + 1) = 36 476) + 1

(46 + 73) + 98

(6 x x 9 = 6 x (5 x 9) (d) x 7) m = 9 x (7 x

x 20 =

24 x (36 x 20)

2. We now know that addition and multiplication of

(57 x 80) x 75 = 57 x x 75)

35



have the associative pro y. Let's look

associative? If it were for any natural numbers

b) c = (b - c). Here is an examp1_

DOGS (10 7)

DO'S (18 ;5)

Does subtraction have the associative property?

= 10 (7 2)?

3 = 18 - (5 - 3)7

et Is it

If division were associative, this would mean fur any natural.

numbers, a, b, and c, (a f h) f c = a f (b f c). Test this with

this example: (32 f 8) 1 2 = 32 t (8 2). What conclusion do

you come to? Make up another example to show again that you are

right.

Rewrite these problems using the associative and commutative proper-

ties when necessary to make the additi

to show which additions are done first.

Use parentheses

A B

6 -* 1 9 72 + 90 + 10

(b) 7 4 (b) 50 + 36

(c) 63 4. 75 + 25 (c) 28 4 75 + 25

(d) 26 + 72 + 4 (d) 83 + 46 + 17

) 340 + 522 + 60 (a) 3 +5 +7+ 5

) 45 + 15 + 63 (f) 56 + 23 77

(g) 13 + 36 + 4 (g) 18 16 24 2

5. Rewrite theta using the associative and commutative properties when

ocessany to make the multiplication easier. Use parentheses to

show which multiplications are done first.

A

10 x 2

B

2 x 67 x 5

5 x 2 (b) 25 x 4 x 86

7x25x4 (c) 38 x 50 x 2

50 2 33 (a) 3 x 11 x 4

36
4 2
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6. Is the following statement true? To multiply 2 by the product of

5 and 6 we can multiply 6 by the product of 2 and 5. Explain.

7. 18 the following statement true? In order to double the product

of 6 and 5, you double 6, double 5 and take th product of the

doubles. Use parentheses to show what is being done. Explain the

reasons for your answer.

Is the following statement true? In order to double the sum of

6 and 5, you double 6, double 5 and take the -um of the doubles.

parentheses to show what is being done. Can you explain the reasons

for your answer from what you have studied so far?

Make the symbols 2+ 3 4 -12 meaningful by grouping num

In how many different ways may this be done?

The DistributivtitaertX

Eight girls and four bays twelve children altogether'

planning a skating party. For a merrier party, each girl invites

another girl and each bob invites another boy. The number of er

has been doubled. The number of boys has been doubled. Has the number

of children been multiplied by two? by four? by twelve?

Altogether, _here will be (2 8) girls and (2 4) boys or a

total of (2 8) (2 . 4) children at the party. When the party was

plaruied, there were ( 4) children. The final number of children

is the product of 2 and (8 4). Gig zde that

(2 8) (2 - 4 )= 16 4. 8 = 24

2 (8 ) = 2 12 = 24

Sop we can write

(2 * 4 ) = 2 *

37
4
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You been use this pro r4-y since the the g ra ie. Take 12

What do you actually think? You say to yourself, "3 2 = 6, 3 x 1

and the product is 36." Your method is correct because

3(10 2) (3 10) ± (3 2)

By the commu e principle it is also true that

(10+ 2)3 = (1 3) + (2 3)

as we see when we change the order of multiplication.

This idea is familiar to us. We learned that 375 is the same
x

as (7 5

(300 70 5) let's

(7 300).

t

But instead of writing 375 as

375 as (145 230). is (7 375) the same

as 7 (145 + 230)?

We can write 83 as (80 + 3) 45 = (80 45 45). This

*42

may be more familiar to soiae of us if we wrote 45 and 45
x80.

In the more usual form we !ivy 45

135

3735

We recognise in t1-. y product that 45 3 = 135 and 45 80 = 3600.

This idea that we have been describing links together the opera

t:ons of multiplication and addition. We refer to this idea as the

distributive principle of multi lication over addition.

If we use lcAers to represent numbers, we can say

a(b (a b) + (a c) or (b c) a = (b

(e b) (a
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Exercises - 4

A

I. Find simpler name®

) (3 9) + 6

(b) 3 (9 + 6)

(c) 5 (2 + 7)

(d) (5 2

(e) (8 4) (2

) (2 3) 6 . 8)

(g) (3 4. 9) 2 3)

(h) (14 - 7 3

(1) (7 6) (7 9)

( ) 7 (6 + 9)

2. Show that the following are

Example, 3(4 + 3

7

* 9) 16

+ 9)

3) +9

(d) (8 . 6) + (3 . 7)

) (6 + 5) + (7 . 9)

(8 7) (9 5)

(g) (46 - 17) 17

(h) (7 3) (7 9)

16(7 + 6)

(16 7) (16 6)j

4)

3 7 12 + 9

21 21

(a) 4(7 + 5) = 7) + (4 5)( ) 9(7 5) = (9 7) . 9)

(b) 4) 8) = (b) (11 3) (11 4

3 (4 + 8) 11(3 + 4)

(5 2) (5 3) = 5(2 + 3) (c) 12(5 + 6) (12 5) (6 12)

(6 . 3) + (6 . 2) = 6(3 + 2)(d) (15 6) 15 5) = 15(6 + 5)

7(9 + 8) = (7 . 9) + (7 8)(e) 23(2 + 3 ) = (23

2(16 + 8) = (2 16) + (2.8)(f) (3 99) + 5

3 6) . 6) = 6(3 + 4)(g) 128(10 .1. 20) = (

9(1 +

123 3)

( 5)

)+

1) + 2)(h) (1000 10) + (1000 20) =

1000(10 + 20)

39

5
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10) = (i) ( . 7)

10 (6 + 3

(6 7) =

6(8 + 7)

symbols to make each a true sentence.

15(3

= 8(7 + 7) =

7(8 + 8)

15 + 15)

3(4 + 3) (a) 3(6 + 4) =

(b) 2(4 4)
7(2 + ) = (7

(2 - 5)

(c) (5 4. (5 3) (c) (
= 8(

5(2 3)

(d) 7(3 3 (d) 4) 4) = (6 + 7)

(7 4)

(a) (2 7) )
(a) 11(

7(2 + 3)

4) 8(5 6) =

3(5 )

Using the distributive property rawrite each of the following:

Examples: (a) 5(2

(b) (6

4. 3) = (5 2)

- 4) + (6 3) = 6(4

(5 3)

+ 3)

(a) 4(2 + 3) (a) (5 26) (5 7)

(b) 7(4 + 6) (b) 8(14 + 17)

(c) (9 8) (9 2) (c) 7(213 + 787)

(d) 6(13 + 27) (d) (27 13) + (27 11)

(12 5) + (12 (e) (18 19) + (17 18)
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Try theeet Using the idea of the dist: _ property we writs

36 42 as (6 6) (6 7) = 6 (6 +7)

18 15 as (6 3) (5 3) = 3 (6 5)

Can you rewrite these in the same way?

Check your work to see that you are right.

Example: 18 15 = (6 3) (5 6 5)

15 3 x

33

(a) (6 4) (a) (8 +'12)

(b) (12 + 9) (b) (14 + 21)

(o) (10 + 15) (c) (36 18)

(d) (24 18) (d) (40 16)

(e) (28 32) (e) (12 48)

(f) (21 14) ) (56 + 42)

(g) (25 + 15) (g) (72 + 27)

(h) (3 6) (h) (7 + 63)

Using the idea of the distributive principle, ye

(40 + 5) and 23 as (20 + 3). Then the product t

45 23 = (40 + 5) (20 _40 20 3 ) 5

4551

(40 20) + (40 + (5 20) + (5 3) 800 4 120+ 1 + 15 m 1035

Check this result by multiplication of 45-and 23. Rewrite he

following products in the same way, and check the results,

A

78 . 45 86 34

13 76 53 . 19

567 . 64 623 72

41

47
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7. Which of the followin true'?

(a) 4 2 2 (3 * 4) (3 * 2)

(b) (4 ) 3 4 3 2)

(c) 4. 6) 2 = (4 2) (6 2)

(d) 4 .1. 6) 2 = (4 i 2) (6 i 2)

Suppose we introduct the new symbol "A" by the definition

e A b = b a . For example, 2A3 = 32 = 9

3 A 2 = 23 = 8.

Which of the following are true?

(a) 2 AO 4) = (2A3) (2A 4)

(b) (3 * 4)A2 = (3A2) (4A2)

(c) 2 /\(12 s 3) = (2Al2) s (2A 3)

The Closure Property

There is another property of natural numbers associated with the

idea of addition and multiplication. If we add any two natural numbers

(they may be the same number) our answer is also a natural number.

For exampl

4 4 7 = 11 and only

5 4- 5 10

85 4. 91 = 176 and only 176

We say that the set

additioL, or closed under &d.S.: ion.

All are natural

numbs

a closed with respect to

if we add any two natural

numbers, we shall always get ono una only one natural number as their

The same thing is true for multiplication. The product of two

natural numbers is one and only one natural number. For example,

2 x 8 = 16 and only 16. It isn't ever some other number like 38,

etc. 42

48



The operations of addition -d multiplication -have the property

when saber is appliid to a pair of natural numbers, in a given

Trdor, the result is a uniquely determined natural number.

We can say the set of natural numbers from one to ten is not

closed under addition. (2 + 4) is a number less than 10 but is (6+ 5)

less than or equal to 107

Is the set of natural numbers closed with respect to division? If

we find the quotient of 8 and 2 or 8 # 2, wo get another natural number.

But if we try 9 f 2, then we do not get a natural nuaber for an answer.

Ws say that the net of natural numbers is gra closed with respect to

division. Too, we cannot always subtract one natural number from

another and get a natural number. 16 - 4 = 12. All of these are

natural trutttrt rs. But what about 4 - 15? Can our answer be a natural

number? We say that this problem is impossible to solve if we mn

have a natural number as swer.

Exercises - 5

1. Is the sum of two odd numbers always an odd number?

Is the set of odd numbers closed under addition?

2. Is the set of even numbers closed under addition?

3. Is the set of all multiples of 5 (5, 10, 15, 20, closed with

respect to addition?

What is true of the sets of numbers 1, 2, and 3 under

multiplication?

the following sets of numbers closed with respect to addition?

Set of natural numbers greater than 50?

Set of natural numbers from 100 through 999?

Set of natural numbers less than 07

Set of natural numbers ending in 9?
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6. Are the sets of numbers c e 5 closed with respect to

multiplication?

7. Are all sets of natural numbers which are closed with respect to

addition also closed with respect to multirlication? Why?

Are any of the sets of numbers in Exercise 5 closed under

tion?

Are any of he sets of numbers in c e 5 closed under d

Inverse Operations

Often we do something and then we undo it. We open the door; we

shut it. We turn on a 1 ght. we turn it off. We put on our coots;

we take them off. We put two sets of things together into one set;

we separate one set of things into two sets.

We call subtraction the inverse operation to addition. The

of adding 5 is subtracting 5.

What does the grocer do when you buy something for 31 cents, and

it with a dollar bill? Does he say, "100 - 31 = 69, here is

69 cents change."? No, be dues not even mention the number 69.

counts out money into your ha- 32, 33, 34, 35, 40, 50, one dollar.

Re finds out Low much to add to 31 in ord)r to have 100. He answers

the question:

00

Can you subtract 23 from 5g by adding?

23 = 58

You might think, " 3 + 5 = g, 2 .0. 3 = -d the missing number is 35.0

You have used addition to check subtraction. Can you use multi

glition to check division?

We call division the inverse operation to multiplication. The

inverse of multiplying by 5 is dividing by 5. The operation of
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multiplying 2 by 4 girlie 8: 4 x 2 = 8* Now what can we do to 8 with

4 to give us 2? We divide. To describe the operation we can write

8/4 = 2 because 4 x 2 = 8.

We have used this idea, too, as a check for division. How many

in 551? Study these operations.

_22
23)851

02
161
161

23
x E
161

h22
851

When we ask the question, *What is 851 divided by 23? we are sem

the answer to the question, "By what rn Must 23 be multiplied to

btain 8517* In the division and the check above, we see that 37 is the

r to both questions.

If a and b stand for two tull n

there is a natural number such that

The number, x, is the U

a÷

a is smaller than b

we find by subtracting a from b.

lain the meaning of subtraction in terms of the equation a = b.

In a similar way, and b stand for natural numbers, then there

may or may not be a natural number, x, such that

a * x = b

1: there it such a natural number, then x is the number we find

by dividing b by 4. We can explain the meaning of division in tern

of the equation a b. If b = 15 and a = 30 then in dividing 15

by 3 vs are seeking a number, such that:

=15

1+5
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Exercises 6

following numbers and check by the inverse ape

A

(a) (b) 37

ZAQ2

(c) 86 + 27

0x hundred six plus

eight hundred ninety-

seven is what?

Find the at of 798 and 508.

2. Subtract h follow

(a) 86

(0) 167 - 78

(d) If one bookcase will hold (d) A theatre sold 4789 tickets one

month and 6781 tickets the next

books, bow many more books month. How many more people

to the theatre the second

month than came the first month?

one building has 900 (e) The population of a town was

windows and another 811 19,891 people. Five years later

windows, how many more the population was 39,110 people.

windows does the first What urea the increase of po

building contain? tion for the five 'years?

Eight hundred seventy -six

plus four hundred ninety-

five is what?

that is the s of 32,098 and

8© ,605?

Adding 20,009

what number?

ng and check by addition:

(b) 67 - 28 916 - 805 (b)

8991 minus 6989

0 991 gives

0 - 1010

128 books and another 109

doee the former hold?

ply the following numbers and check by the inverse operation:

24 (b) 734 9 (a) 213 23 (b) 518 . 76
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(c) 20

I_ 25

239 37 (c) 5_

(d) at

What is the product of ) If one

678 std 49?

(d) 112
21

ions itself

uck will carry 2099

boxes, how may boxes will 79

trucks carry.

divisions and check try multiplies

) 1.4)8

At a party there were 312

pieces of candy. If there

were 24 children at the

party, how many pieces 0_

candy could each chill hay

First a simpler

(a) 39 - (2 + 5)

(b) (9 - 3) 4 15

(c) 119 . (20 6)

) (20 + 11) - (6 - 2)

) (5 . 16) + 8

) (35 )

g) 9 + 201 + ( 239)

13

Take 214

How many ra

store 208 c

holds 16 chairs?

A girl scout troop has 49 mem-

bers. Each member is to sell

boxes of cookies. If the troop

haa 588 boxes to sell, how many

0

Divide 20972 by 107

0_

boxes will each girl have to

sell in order to sell them all?

4. 105 + 25)

(728 - 27)

(16 x (4) 119

Id_ 18 x 46) (17 x 47)

X1942_201.
149

(h) LPL _4_211

5(2 + 3)

47 53

37)
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following operatic_

(a) Add 16 sad 17. From the

*WA subtract 12.

(b) Subtract 24 from 89. To

(d

2

this difference add 19.

(i) 35 x (12 7)

iply 27 by 34. Divide (c)

product by 9 and then

100.

Find toss of 9, 9 and 9,(d)

Frog it subtract 4, 6 times.

T- 308, divide it by 28.

Multiply the quotient by 5.

Subtract 9 from the product.

Find the difference between

47 and 38. Divide this dif-

ference by 3 and then add 17.

Divide 272 by 16, multiply the

quotient by 12 and subtract

100 from the product.

Multiply 12 time 13 and add

39. Divide., the sum by the

product of 2 and 7.

Add 26 and 42 and divide the

by 17. To this

and divide this sum

Find the difference

add 117

b3 11.

between

87 and 49. Multiply this dif-

ference by 10 and subtract 40.

Divide this difference by 68

and then add 6.

se

we talked about ordering natural numbers.

tics of natural numbers as dots.

4 5 6 7 9 is

now locate

ve go?)

Mow we are riady to ask same questions about numbers between numbers.

Hew- hers are between 1 and 7? Whit did you do to find your

answer? Let try these exercises.



Here le

left end, tmking 2t o^ on

dot th a name Fvi

one o three four live

Co4tinue labeling,

27

4

:e9aion i'bel each

ght look like .his:

3 the edge of page. Writing the

word names makes he pictu., ,bersome. If 1/e again usa the

usual numeration 1" haw-

2

This is oallect a unfit. Finish labeling the dote of t

number scale.

Write a nber eie, using t he binary etion.

(b) Write a g the seven system.

In the remaining questions use the decimal nume_

(c) What numeral le the label for the dot nearest the right hand

margin of the page?

1.1"11.10A 416,4rO1-0. dro =-

the dot labeled '7'7

at =Marti im Lmum.t. r = i u dcot

dot labeled '7'?

Between the dote labeled '6' and '8' the_

^

left

dot. the

dot labeled '7'. How maLy dots are between the dote 'labeled

and '13'7

(g) many dots are bet-_

(b) Bow many dote between the dots labeled '5' and 'V?

e dots label '2' and '4'7

which we have Ilot used as labels. What

numeral should be the label for the first dot beyond the

margin of the paper?

4



(I) Whtt numera_ sherAd te fo,

margn?

(j, If the label °191 16 Riven t_ta -h T:ne rlght

hand margin nip tn, 47'

2. Haw may dots .Jetwet- ''--- dots 11bele:7! '1' '12'?

(b) How many dots between tL3 dots libeled '12' anr- '1"/

(c) How many dots between the dots labeled '51' and '58'7

d) How many dots the dot 4 labe2ed '27' and

(0) Mow many aots 04X.wenil WJt Le6.-"GicAl c..'

(f: Row mazy dote between the dot lae1ed '3E_'71' ad '52964'?

At a drill all students line u_ in a single file any count off

in one, two: three fashion. Ai her turn. Mary says, 11101000n."

At his turn, Tom says, "seventy-three." How many students are

between Mary and Tom?

In a list of town voters, arranged alphabetically, )ts. Beach is

listed as number 197 and her sister, Mrs. Warren, is number 15841.

How many names are on the register between the names of the sisters?

5. If a numbe_ scale is labeled from left to right, the dot labeled

18' will lie on the left of the dot labeled '10'. Since the nuaber

is ancller than the number 10, we use the numeral '8' as

before we use the numeral '16'. We have seen that symbols can

used to say that the number 8 is less than the n- bei- 10. We have

written "8 < 1CP. The number scale shows us this sentence when it

shows that the dot labeled '8' lies on the tft of the dot jabeled

110 I

(a) The dot labeler '1. Aes on the left of the dot labeled '17'.

Does that moan that .0 c 11Y

(b) How do the dots labeled '482' and '516' 1_

50
5 ti



(C; Raw alawi cfiLt 6 ;. a I La---L,7:

(d) What is tne 1 abel or Yr- dc _i7-_!way between '31'

6. In F stadium, th rren or tr- me level are iateled wf',h

numerals in a number a.1e. Dor fss sit+ing t ssat -labeled

:O is B1i L 11aled '37'. L'everal

fat people want to sit between Don and 17:d. Each one of tht fat

needs two seats. Pcv fat penpie can squeeze in

between mon and FA?

7. There are uniform notches on a shelf. Each one holds a regular

size box. An economy siz, box needs three spaces. Notch labeled

'52' and notch labell '142' are tilled, but the shelf between IL

empty. Row many regular 2.±za boxes may be put in? How many

8. Parking spaces in a factory parking lot are labeled like a number

scale. Two cars are parked Jr, the spaces labeled '57' and '80'.

The spaces between are empty. Can a fleet of 12 trucks be parked

between the two cer9, if one truck occupies two spaces?

9. If a and b are numbers, and b, can it be true that b < Is

it possible that a = If a, b, and c are numbers, and a < b and

b < c, then what is the relation between a and c? State your answer

in the form:

If a < b and b < c, th n

10. Which is larger, 3 or 7? If you add 2 to each number how do the

results compare? Is there a general law? If a < b, ther what is

the relation between c ;rid b c? State y _newer in the form;

1: a < b, then

11. If a, b, and c are numbers, and b is bet Teen a arid c can c be

. .

between a and La 10 U Utik,WCUil L imtkikA aL I: u la 'cataaarA a acd C,

and a is between b and d, where d is a number, what is the relation

among b, c, and d?
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The Numb _- Ore

The number 1 is the smallest of the na

special properties which should be cad

numbers may be c ilt from 1 by adoiti-- as we have seer.:

1 2 = 1 + 3 r 4, cond the product of any natural number

and 1 is that natural number: 1 1 = 1, 1

It is therefore sometimes celled th

3 = 3, et,.

1-ment for I 'tiplica-

ti n, since no number is changed --hen you mu- iply it Also if

you cilvlue Uj

As a t ter of fact . yr=7, that 1 = 1, you can use the

distributive property to shol., that 1 times any na number is ittielf.

For e_-mple. supoose you wished to show that 1 5 = 5. Then you could

write:

1 5= 1 (1 1 1 . (1

(1 = l +1 +1 +1 + 1 5

Another property that the number 1 has is that 1-
1

1-
58

= 1,

in fact, any pow 1 is 1. does this follow from what we had

stated above?

Tina VI.nh.r Vftro

a is even more special than the number 1. It can be

used to count in the sense ,,hat if you have no tipples, you o expre

that fact by swing that you have zero apples. It is very useful in our

notation for numbers since it serves often as a place holder: 11 is

quite different from 101 and .0035 is not .3r

What happens when we multiply, diviuc, add and subtract with sera?

First 3 0 = 0 since this can be d to be three zeroes and if

three people have no apples each, they have angst them no apples.

52



And 0 a c

sac

. :1"

-.er result since we wan

meaning. , p_ s are

any natural number is zero. Also it js n

lye. This zero times

define 0 = 0.

We might say that if we take the set of unicb.ns and the set of

natural numbers between 1 and 2, ,d r1t

set of no elements.

It is al'o true that

natural numbers is that is

their roduct -t De zero,

e of them, we obtain a

WO W-

A

Mere Is zero,

neither of them were

we add zero to any nature. number we et the number again. If

you have no apples and 1 n ve three, we have three apples between us.

The order in which we ao-:, does not matter. we could

by:

BS Ills

a 0 = = a,

for any natural r a. It is true ever if a is zero. Hence a could

be any whole number. b1=11ariy a - U = a.

Can we divide zero by any number? What about 0/3? Timis is the nu

which when multiplied by 3 gives 0/3 is zero, which is a number,

Can we divide by zero? We know that 6/2 is 3 because 3 . 2 a 6. So if

3/0 is a number it should be one which ''ten multiplied by zero gives

he numbers we have had so zero when multiplied by zero.

would be very strange to have a number such that when we multiply it by

zero we obtain 3. Another difficulty would ')e that if 3/0 were a number it

would be equal to 1/0 since we co' 'd divide numerator and dernominator by 3.

nrA

53
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you vcu 8 t j t otz:ler

other exclude diviz

III -32

=
*"./ *' *

We have stated the properties of zero re in terms of :Att.,

bera But they all hold for other numbers as well.

Exercises - 6

1. If
Is itprodu t of two whole nirnhers is zero, one of them is

true treat if the product of two whole numbers is 1, one of timi s I?

IS it true that if the product of two whole numbers is 2, one o

2? Will the answer be yes for any natural number in place or

What is the simillesc name f the number

If a4 what must c c.e?

tie 3.a

or 1 *,
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Dc you know a: tn-1

familiar even if th- 15 :cr..

we may write this as the -'etors

of 10; 6 and 7 are factors of that is 'T 7 = )!e. 1n71tead of

calling Dhe the- multi- ,1rnd one tr,f multiplier, can give

them both the same name -- factor. so, e ex,3 7,-7iand

call , 3, and 7 :tor: of Heally, 30es it any dif-

kILiL oetiu 1, kJIU

ative prop rt:; C' of a_tur-n1 r-n17r7, we ,

that if the order is changed, the product is still t.nr same.

Whether It he cz, x c or x 7. the product is still 10.

What are the factors of 96? Suppose we think one of the

factors is 8. Then 96 divined by 8 is 12. We know that two

factors of 96 are 8 and 12, for 8 x 12 = 90 re therc oth,A:

factors of 96?

A

(a) 8 (b) 2

(d) 5t (e)

7..vp-noiRps = 1

ho

k I

1

(a) 15 28 (c) 144

00
1

(g) 7 (g) 13

2. Using the principle that 2. Using the principle that n 1

n 1 = n if n i3 an n if h is any number, find

number, find simpler names imp1er hwrief2 for these numbers.

for these numbers.

(a) 3( 5 -

55
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,:.

( -,-, )
(5o DD )

3

7 /c. '.

,
.

(e) 7

( f , ..

0. -7

For these use the 7_;fit.a humbtirs "rsm 1 to 30.

(a) Give the set of numbrs that nave the fa7:_t0 1.

(0) Give t set of nlimbrirs tnat ha' the factor 2.

c) Give the st of nmtnrs thPt do not nave the factor e.

mcr,

on ih this 1-7(.t, a many

ways as you ca!,.

Cive the set of numbers that can be tz-> only one

way. Pactor earn number in this set. What can you say

about thc factors o a haturai nu-ber nia can otil:y be

factored one 16ay?

We have talked about tn!,hgn naving sOm thing In common.

Letr ,; write products of tcoc nf numh--rn b(?':,sifi 2 and 20. The

even numbers between 1 and 20 are in bet 1. in odd ndlitber

twee_ 1 and 20 are in S-t II.

. x 2

!a: 3 Ix. 2

X r x ,

J. X (

1 x 3 3

Ix



x 8x 2

x 9

and no-e ef these cc ;.,1.mr_,,7c suppose

that all e'veri

any odd number has ,,,ne L?

.

De ric, suppose -.hat

(

777

53
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26,7
o29,700
i0,10

r:n17

(101
(24
500X;

Te11 wnthr tn C,Jd

(a) 2 x

(0) 3+

(c) 6 x 5 x

or c.verl

( a) 7 x.

t
' -r

(c) Ji x 7 x

(d) 2 =1 15 (d) 12 36

(-) A- 627

(r) x Li (f) 3 x 3 ? 7

(g) 257 :=161 (g) 25(7 + 9)

(h) 620 92b (13 ± 26)-6

(1) 26 x 58 x 75 (i) (13 x 12) 76

(j) 33x LOx 77 (j) 27 + (5 x 23)

(k) 527/ x 397 x 705 110 - 66

(1) 1729 5285 (i) 115 - 77

3. Perform the o11ow1nc. operations:

Make a coufiting chart for numbers Make a counting chart for

1 4- 1 4

57
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era. 1c:

for even dumpers.

recog:i1

In easr2

numbcr.

There are some nu,

selves ard t. ?or-

nr-Im-

7 = 7

;mts to

:;:k num

17 = 11 X 1

3 x

Any natural number which has only two er

E c,'

ant h wcn<S acout

ten_ in

bases?la

factors --

1,self and 1 -- is called a prime nuii_Jer. Alzh ugh 1 has as

factora only itself and i, it is not a prime number. The numbers

listed above

numbers. Numbers like L

numbers. They are called

1 1
; 3 17, 19, PY'P all Prime

-

9, 15, and 18, are not prime

moosiLe t-CS, ha ?e more

than two different factors. For example, actors of 4 are 1,

2, and 1
What are some other Prime numbers? What are some other

composite numbers?
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Exercies

1. List the numerals for all e prime ca.

of between 1 and =IOC.

2. Do you thin yo' o:-- ?u Aa7e mi3se,7'

few, or perhap- 7c-x- th numerals of qom,:

numbers whose factorL, ::cu did not recognize. In about 200

B. C., ther a man callrfl sthere. Thi:: ran

invented a way to 1:.rld rrime smaller than some number

you have in mind. Ii: ne ii,vime numbers are to be

less --Ian JU. u usc. pvVctU d0

follows!

(a) Wri t(=: in ord,fr th nmeralz for the odd natural number

noc, .,r) 100 "r-1.1nninv with. 3.

(b) Starting .
itn "3" cross out every third numeral. Do

not cross out "3" out start counting with '7. Thus:

7, 0, etc.

c) Now, starting wit "5" ,.ross out every fifth numeral.

Include the numerals aireaay crossed out when you cou

Some numerals will be crossed out more than Once. Do

(

not cross out the "5", but start counting with 7.

(d) Again, starting with "7", crss out every seventh

nrt-,eral. Do not cross out the "7" but start counting

with 9.

(e) The next numeral _ "q", It lq nlready crossed out.

Skip it and go on to "11".

Continue in this way until you have crossed out all

possible numerals. The nurralS left, with the numeral

59 6 0



12- be the names of the pri:ne cilambl- less shan

100.

Becau7;e nurvrals "aror ot mica 13 p=iL4W1= a6

sieve of Eratoathenes.':

Compare this list with your list in question

one. Were you 00 :or-ect? Keep this list in your

notebook.

(g) Why is the humeral 2 added to the list of prime numbers?

Cld we have gotten the same list by writing the num-

erai. i. u cL,4=

then: or beg:!aning is just a short

CUtr'

(h) WAS it necessar o continue -re you would

cross out every thirty-first numeral? At .'hat point

did you find that you were not crossing out any new

numerals? When you moved on to a new step where the

starting numeral had not been orc--ed out, but found

that every other :-.umerai In 'hat ste7 h-.d already been

crossed out, then you were finished.

3. (a) Using "the sieve of 1ratosthenes", find the prime n1nibers

less than 300.

(b) What numeral began the series in which the last numeral

was crossed ouc? (See 2h above.)

(c) How many prime numbers are less than 300?

(d) How many prime numbers are between 1 and 100? between

100 and '200? betoleen 20u and 300?

(e) Separate the natural numbers ,etween 1 and 300 taken

G



Jr, :,rder in gro-aps of zroT,.2o ere th

atest number of :ii s: _h -7ro'up of BO do

the ..mber of thr-_ groub

Hew ru.r :; ll)F4 r'S 01' r:-3 h

Ts

their differen io orlme twins.

10 1

sums of prime :1dmo.

Are these su,--7,

k(---:p On -rting

his aiwu:s true?

Remember if you fir O uuL e

generalization ict b mad-. Aiso, mattrr ow man, xamples

we have, urCe!%s have all possibic examples, we do not have a

'oof.

1. Find these sums:

(a) thirty-one plus nineteen

(b) five plus twenty-nine

(c) ninety-seven plus one hundred forty-nine

(d) two hundred seventy-seven plus one hundred sixty--three

(e) 199 233

89 167

Do all of these ,,:xampies ask for the sum of two prime

numpers?

67
61



the sum an -,-ven num

-Study

1. = 2

= 3

= 5

10 = 5 +

In 17)'

e3

i0L 2 4.

32 - 106 - 23 83

-h made a con-

nbera, r. fa(,,,, about

tr,e L. rriber tvd in a =eater he wrote

a matheoaticlan rear"

lecture. abcYLI

all even r

fenLlbw ,a

:e a few 1Ples and

Take some numbers b,'twen

100 amid 200, others bet

7wo prim, P nu- F.

Go-dba

ard 100,

200 any_

eo lecture.

botween

Can you find one even number. other than 2 that not

the sum of two prime nu_

Can you c) ldbach conect

A Property of.' Natural Numbe

In finding far' -)rs of numbers in Exercises 1, we gave pairs

von nu_:_ For example.

12 3 X so two facto rs are 3. d h. Anu

But the factors

of 12 which are

He

factors

fact

im

that we do

are

,1,,,ve what forn

Ur anq

an,

2, and

roper

numbers are

r

pair 13 6 and 2.

an say t.1 t L.11 A dj, 1,1.d -1

and 3 2 x 2.

eb _ a prime number. And the

aw-,ain, 12 = 3 X 2 2 and the

What kind cif numbers are 3 and



Let's study another example; If we can find factors of

factors, we will do it. What are the factors of 24?

24 . 12 x 2 24 4 x 6 2408x3
= 3 x x 2 24 = (2 x x

2h = x 2 x 2) x 2 24

24 =Jx2x2x2

2/4 = (11 x x 3

2 x 3 24 (2 x 2 x 2) x 3

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3

What lo y4,u observe? The prime factors of 24 are 2, 2, 2, and 3;

set is not in that order. Does that make any difference?

In finding factors of a number, we will find prime numbers.

:j composite number can be factored into primes in only one

way, except for order. This is called the unique factorization

U of natural nu,

IxereiseS - 5

L. Factor completely. (That is, find the -me factors. ) Express

each number as the product of its prime factors.

A

12

30

35

37

100

(h) 7h

(i) 103

(j) 42

(k) 79

63
69

10

18

(d) 151

115

47

(g) 100

(h) 315

(i) 231

(j) 108

(k) 91
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(1) 345

(m) 300

72

64

(1) 128

729

1000

5280

2. Examine the products in question 1. If any produc use the

same factor more than once, rewrite that product, taking

advantage of the exponent notation.

Factor the numbers listeC here in as many ways as possible

using only two factors each time. Because of the commutative

property, lie shall say 3 x 5 is not iffernet from 5 x 3.

A

(a) 6 10

(b) 16

24 72

(d) 100 81

(e) 150 (e) 216

Study 30 = 2 x 3 5. How 4. Why shoulo a numb:7r

should this set of factors

be grouped to show that 30

2 x 15? to show that 30

6 x 5?

Factor 770 completely.

Group the factors to show

all the possible products

that will equal 770.

such as 78 h ve more

ossible different pairs

f factors than 77 or

why should 210 have more

possible different pairs

of factors than 254?

5. (a) If a number is the

product of two dif-

ferer, prime number-

in how many different
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Factor each of the fol- ways may the number

lowing numbers completely. be factored using

Group the factors in each different pairs of

case to snow all the pus- facLol's?

Bible ways the number is (h) If a number is the

the product of two natural product of three dif-

numbers. ferent prime numbers,

in how many different

ways may the number

be factored using

different pairs of

factors?

(1) 42

(2) 66

(3) 78

(4) 12

(5) 18

(6) 48

(7) 49

(8) 75

() 64

(c) Fill in this char

fiber C p

Factori tion

No. o
Complete
Factor

f eren t

Ways to
Factor

in irs

No. of -7

to Factor
Using Pairs

55
130 2x5x13 3 12130,5

10x13,5x26

770

2310

aii:IU._------._--------.

65

Is there any pattern

in the number of ways

such numbers may be
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Study

114 = 2 .

50 = 2 . . 5

Why are there mor possi-

ble ways to obtain 114 as a

product ox natural numbers

than to obtain 90? Each

of the numbers has 3 fac-

tors.

If I have 112 tulip bulbs t

plant and would like to plant

tnem to make a series of equal

rows, what possible arrange-

ments could I use?

factored using pairs

of factors?

6. If I have 1000 chairs to

set up in an orderly

fashion in a large audi-

torium, and want to make

a series of equal rows,

what possible arrangements

could I make? If I

would like the number of

rows to be as close as

possible to tne number

of chairs in each row,

which possibility should

I choose?

Greatest Common Factor (g.c.f.)

We have been looking for common properties in sets of things

that is, we have been finding something which each member of t'Ae

set has In our study of even numbers we saw that each even
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number has a factor of 2. 3o, we said even rumbers have a common

factor, 2. Let's find common factors for other sets of numbers.

Is there a common factor for 10 and 15?

Fr ntor of 10: and 2

Factors of 15: 5 and 3

They have a common factor, 5.

is there a common factor for 24 and 36?

Express 24 as a product of its prime factors. 24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 3

Express 36 as a product of its prime factors. 36 = 2 x 2 x 3 X 3

Yes, they have common factors of 2, 2 and 3. We can say then that

their largest factor in- common, or their greatest common irtctor,

is 2 x 2 x 3 or 12.

We can use factoring to help us change from one name for a

fraction to another. For example, we know that

Tit 1- Is use some of tne things we have learned _about greatest

common factors. We write the factors of thL numerator and de-

nominator.

But another name for is 1. So we can write
2

and we know that any number times 1 is itself. Then, ,
4

tidy these:

18 6 .

=
6

) = .
6

67

18
24 4 (g.c.f. is 6



(b) LaZ
36 h . 9
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36
=

9 (g.c.f.

(c) 36
1

8i 7 . 2 . 2 7 2) 7

(g.c.

4

Sometimes we find it difficult to recognize the greatest common

factor for two or more numbers. We may use prime factors, just as

--we did in the last example above, to help us.

Exercises - 6

1. Factor each number completely and find the g.c.f.

(a) 35, 21 and 49 (b) 21, 27 and 15 (c) 1h7 and 105

(d) 60, 42 and 66 2h, 60 and 8h (f) 78, 13 and 39

(g) 28, 56 and 14

2. Simplify, that is, carry out the indicated operations.

I . 3

(d) 13 . 4

13

2 17) . 11
2- .-17)

Find simpler names for these numbers.

(a) 10 (b) 42 (c) 49 (d) LOO

17 1-771

100 (h) 336 i)

IFT -5-37

(1) 8772-
4-68

(f)

(2 44_1
12 . 7

(1) 3 . 5

36 8h
7.5 T12

6 (k)
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Multiples of Nur:oers

In learning the multiplication facts, we learned mult_r_

of numbers. For example, multiples of 4 between 1 and 40 are

8, 12, 16, 20, 240 28, 32, and 36. A multiple of 4 is a number

that has h as a factor. Study the multiplication table again.

Wnat are multiples of other numbers? What numbers are multiples

for

you

different numbers?

see any patterns

What numbers have the same multiple? Do

in the multiples?

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 2 4 6 8 10 '.2 14 16 18

0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27

0 4 8 12 16 20 74 28 32 36
5 c 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54
7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 61

8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72

9 1 27 1,5 5. 63 72 81

Exercise - 7

1. What multiple of 6 ate less than 1 0?

2. What multipls 14 are less than 100?

3. What litipl-z, of 9 a- 2e en 50 and

4. t.tat multiples of 23 are betwec 3 330 and 350?

5. For what natural numbers less an 10 do A_ multiples have

decimal numerals which end in 0, 2, hp 6, 8?

For natural numbers less than 10 are multiples even

numbers?

For what natural numbers less than 20 do all multiples have

decimal numerals which end in 0 or

For what natural numbers less than 20 can we find nine

69
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multiples whose decimal numerals end in 6,

7, 8, 9 respectively?

9 What number does not have itself as a multiple?

10. What natural number less than.20 has multiples that are only

odd numbers?

11. Can a natural number that is a composite number have a prime

number as a multiple?

Write the names of six multiples of 12 using duodecimal

numeration.

13. Write the names of six multiples of 7 using duodecimal

numeration.

14. Write the names of six multiples of 2 using binary notation.

15. Outside white paint comes only in galionican_ How many cans

must be bought if 35 quarts are needed?

16. For refreshments at a campfire, each Member is to recf:ive 3

marshmallows. Marshmallows come in packages of 16, costing

13 cents a package. If 15 people are at the campfire, how

many packages are needed?

17. If auditorium chairs come in sections containing 6 seats,

how many sections will be needed for an audience of 100? of

150? of 200? of 201? of 202? of 203?

Least Common Multiple (1.c.m.)

We have learned that the greatest common factor for two or

more numbers is the largest factor common to those numbers. The

greatest common factor of 40 6 aiLd 8, is 2, It is the largest

factor that is common to each.

70
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We also know that:

Multiples of 4 are 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 28, 32, , 400 4 , 4

Multiples of 6 are 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 42, 48, 54, 60, etc.

Multiples of 8 are 8, 16, 240 32, 40, 48, 56, 6h, 72, 80, etc.

What numbers are multiples of all three? Which is the smallest

one? We call the smallest common multiple for two or more

numbers their least common multiple.

We make use of this idea in finding like denominators in

adding and subtracting fractions. It is true that we can use any

common multiple. If we found the product of 4, 6, and 8, or

4 x 6 x 8, we would have another multiple, 192. However, it is

easier to add fractions if we can find the smallest common

multiple. Factoring helps us in finding it.

Find least common multiple of 4, 6 and 8.

4 . 2 x 2

6 2 x 3

8 = 2 x 2 x 2

The least common multiple of these numbers must have all the dif-

ferent prime factors. Each of these prime factors will appear as

many times as it occurs in the number where it appears most fre-

quently.

Least common multiple (1.c.m. ) for 14! 6 and 8 is 2 x 2 x 2 x
o

3 or 24.

Study these examples:

) 2 5 27 is a common multiple of 3 and of 9.
71 -9

2 . 9 + = 18 15 ¢ 33 = 1 6 . 2

727

71
77

etc.
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By find r the

2. 3+ 5
7 7 3 3

leas canont
+ 5 11

multiple,

1+ 2
3

3 7
T2 Finding the least common multiple

1- 5 x

Ta Ts TO -1-2 7 18 3 x 3 x 2
12 = 2 x 2 x 3

36 + 50 + 105 = 191 = 1 + 11 1.c.m.: 5 X 3 x 3 x 2

7I30 175 11T15 T& I8O x 2 or 180

2 2 2 4
7 § "7 7T18

51 5

9
9

15+

Finding 1.c.m.,
9 3 x 3
3 . 3 x 1
. 2 x 1

1.c.m.:

15

Exercises - 8

1. Find the multiples of the following numbers which are less

than 100.

A B

2, 3 and 4 2 4 and

(b) 3, 6 and 9 (11 6, 7and8

(c) 7, 8 and 9 (c) 11 and

(d) 13 and 3 (d) 14 and 12

2. Find the common multiples of the numbers listed in each part

of Problem 1.

Find the least common multiple of the numbel,s listed in each

Part of Problem 1.

Find the least common multiple of:

a) 6, 10 and 14
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(a) 6, 10 and 14

(b) 20, 22 and 12

(c) 70, 21 and 30

(d) 5, 20 and 16

(e) 9, 36 and 18

(f) 5, 6 and 7

(a) Find all the common

multiples of 3, 40

and 8 which are less

than 75.

Which is the least

common multiple:

Which multiple is

next greater than the

1.c.n

Whcih multiple is

next greater than the

last one?

(e) Do you have a hunch

what the next two great-.

er multiples will be?

(a) 9, 15 and 21

(b) 12, 14 and 16

(c) 13, 15 and 17

(d) 200 40 and 50

26, 12 and 39

10, and 45

(a) What is the least

common multiple of 5,

aad 16?

(b) What is another common

multiple of 5, 4 and 16?.

(c) What common multiple is

between 200 and 250?

What common multiple is

between 550 and 600?

What )1 rich do you have

about common multiples

when compared with the

least common multiple?

What is the greatest

common multiple of 5, It

and 16?

Perform the indicated operation.

(a) 2 7 (a)
-9

(b) 3 9 ( b)

TT

73
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g

4; 3

74

3 ,-
7

(d) 7 + 1 -
Z TT 7

(e) (17 -
TB
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6 LEMEillARY T' rt h DI ISIBI I' a i D REFEAiIiit3

1: in tro4uctiorp This monograph is for the student who has studied

a little about repeating decimals, numeration systems in different bases,

and tests for divisibility (casting out the nines, for instance) end

would like to carry his investigation a little further, under guidance.

The purpose of this monograph is to give this guidance; it is not just

to be read. You will get the most benefit from this material if you

will first read only up to the fir°sL set of exercises and then without

reading any further do the exercises. They are not just applications

of what you have read, but to guide you in discovery of further, importaT

and interesting facts. Some of the exercises may suggest other ques-

tions to you. When this happens, see what you can do toward answering.

them on your own. Then after you have done all that you can do with

that set of exercises, go on to the next section. There you will find

the answe some of your questions, perhaps, and a little more

information to guide you toward the next set of exercises.

The most interesting and useful phase of mathematics is the din,

eovery of new things in the subject. Not only is this the most

interesting part of it, but this is a way to train yourself to discover

more and more important things as time goes on. When you-learned to

walk, you needed a helping hand, but you really had not learned until

you Could stand alone. Walking waswas'not new to mankind -- lots of

people had walked before -- but it was new to you. And whether or not

yru would eventually discover places in your walking which no man had

ever seen before, was unimportant. It was a great thrill when you

first found that you could walk, even though it looked like a stagger

to .other people. So, try learning to walk in mathematics. And be

im.--endent do not accept-any mor help than is necessary.,

758J
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2. Casting out the You may know a very simple ,r1c1 inter-

esting way to tell whether a number divisible by 9. it is based on

t3 is
the fact t a number s divisible by 9 if the sum

divisible by 9 and if the sum of its digits is divisible by 9, the

number 13 divisible by 9. For instance, consider the number 156782.

The sum of its digits is 5 + 6 + 7 8 2 which is 29. But 29 is

not divisible by 9 end hence the number 156782 is not divisible by 9.

If the second digit had been a 3 instead of 5, or if the last digit -d

been 0 instead of 2, the number would have been divisible by 9 since

the sum of the digi4 s would have been 27 which is divIsible by 9. The

test is a good one because it is easier -id the digits than to

divide by 9. Actual_ we could have been lazyland instead of dividing

29 by 9, use the fact again, add 2 and 9 to gft 11, add the 1 and 1 to

/

yget 2 and see that since 2 is not divisible 9, ',hen the original -ix

digit number is not divisible by 9.

Why is this true? Merely ciividing 9 would have

tested the resul:k, but from that we would ha' re no idea why it would

hold for any other number. e'can show what is happening by writing

the decimal note-out the number 156,782 according to what

U.°

giver

1 x 105 + 5x104 + 6x10 + 7x1 8x10 + 2 =

1x(99999 1)

-.3x(9 + 1)

Now by the distributive ,roperty, 5x(9999 + 1) = 5x9999 + 5x1 and

similarly for the other expressions. Also we may rearrange the numbe

5x(9999 + 1) x(999 + x(99 + 1)

in the sum since addition is cammutative

written

1 x 99999 + 5 x (9999) + 6 x (999) + 8 x 9 +

(1+5+6+7+8+2) .

Sc. our nu. ber 156,782 may t

76



9999, 997?,

duct divisible

by 9 1+5*647+8+2 This sum is the or-1 of the

digits cif the given _ay shows that

;aatte,- ,;-iven number spLz,e 1ple holds.

ai

MJ

'or nu b-ri;

-

pare the remainder 1;hen

_n, xrve ___tnod test wnether or not

e not divisible y 9, corn-

Fits 18 .i1videc

by c- rould you guess

2 ro

the realaind _ whe t. .e number

example'

2. Given .wo numbers. First, add them, divide by 9 and take the

rnrminder. Second, e'_hd the sum cf their remainders after each is

divided by 9, divide the suss by 9 and take the remainder, The

final remainders in the two cases are the same. For instance, let

the numbers be 69 and 79. First, their sum is 148 and the remai.nder

when 148 is divided by 9 is 4. Second, the vemainder hen 69 is

divided by 9 is 6 and when 79 is divided by 9 1E. 7; the sum of

a ' 7 is 13- and dlvi by ©, nder is 4. The

result is 4 in both cases. Why are the two results the sv-Jie no

matter what nulaberb Lead :of 69 and 79? 10;ould a cimilar

result hold for a sun of three numbers?

(Hint: _ _ 69 as 7 x 9 - 6)

If in the previous exercise we divided by 7 instead of 9, the

remainders by the two methods be the

77
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ose

-esd of th-,T sum. Wr-; id correst ,lt

'1 the

by 9 be the same ar

by 9? Would this n true in gen_ Coula trey be divided by

23 instead

re:nainder. is eivi.de

_UL

Usr- she r;suit ,f

m7lnder cf when div id

it ide by 3?

re,

that

is divisible by

by 5 if itz last

give a similar resul'? Could

of more erz?

ous exe

"aa, Wn(11

th :1 1021 h

ements

wc.ila reainder be wher

numbe is art en in thc2

its la..

Cl

6?

I not:

is divislble ny 2, and c visinic

similar for

divisibility by 4, 3, ur 25?

In the following stateuent, fill in oath ank with the same numbe-

so that the statement, =in tru

A r.-64,11:.,
f q 1 tri qi hl

if ite last digit is divisible by ere is more

nan one anae

instead of twelve, how ild the blanks be filled in? (:lint; one

answer for base twelve is 6)

9. One could have son 'thing like "decimal" equivalents of numbers in

nun -ation systems to bases other them ten. For instance, in the

numeration eyetem to the base sev Lhe equiv7 Int of

5(1/7) 6(1/7)2 would be written .6 just as the deciuLl equi-

valent of 5(1/10) A- 6(1/10)2 would be written .56 in the decimal

system. The number .142187142857..# is equal t' 1/7 in the

78



dc 1,a2 ter-. ,si-==re se-,;en 4t

numbers would 1-- ve in

to the base Ti would s pti eq?iv lent of 1

system to nt: re. if %he cni' prLme

factors bf nu7t,er -Ire 2 and 5, the euivalent of its

reciprocal a

resul-(.

10 -37 1-

sun siva G 7.

11. jsP the r es

exer

ivice by i, 7

12. 'Jsi 4_e results

rten the of

the sum of it
See page 15,

exer

1 is did

of the FT V10U3 _

remalndr whcm

6.

7h-t a nu

it. ,s divisible by 9.

3

_

3. Ehy does casting out th!. nines ok? -T us review some

of the important results shu.m in the exercises which you dd above.

In exercises 2, you showed UT, to get the remainder of the mu.- of two

afi,er division by 9, you can divide tile sum of their remaincers

by 9 and find its re i_ inder

than one

first place that at

inder.

ps you did it this (there is L.cre

your. have beefs better). You know in the

i eta, C.

may be divided by 9 to get a quo'.i.n:

r- number is 725, the quotient i3 80

and the remainde is 5. Furthlrmor 725 = 80 x 9 5 and you could see

from the way this is written t' at, the remainder. Thus, using the

limbers in the exercise, yoJ would write 69 = 71,9 + 6 and 79 = 8x9 7.

Then 69 + 79 = 7 x 9 + 6 4 3 x 9 + 74 Since the sum of two numbers is

79



c=7:ive you

:her, by :::'-

Nc.; the rer vhIn 6 7

w--it x 2 4- 4. Thus 69 = (7

form it is written in, we ze,: 4 er when ,.- six% ia

divided by Q. it is ii tre rir r r the s 1-er4ainder=;,

:t l'Oqh nn s lore thal 7aak'ng the COMDU-

kc,ris the short way t-dt It toss show wh,it Is going on an why similar

result. would hold if FO4 .=_,T-n 79 were 7e7:,lace' by any other nu'-r,

and, ir fact, we coud r1t by any ,t;ler numb as 1.11. &r

way do this is to V:3!! 1 place of the numbers. This has

two advantages. in t- be our, wc :11a

not make use of pecia' ,.roerties cf the n,Lmbers w'- had withovt

meaning to do so. ITecondly, we can, after 'going it for letters, see

that we may replace the letters by ary numbers. -3o0 in plaee or 69

we write the letter a, and in piece of 79, the letter b. When

d1 )-7 We trc),Ild havehv q nUotient ,71.d a remainder.

We can call the quotient the letter q and remainder tha letter

a

4=14.4.4

(q x 9) + r

wcre ' is hero or =7,ome rurb nbor Less thar co,)d do he

same for the number b, "t we sh-uld not let q be the quotient since

it might be different fr Ihe quotleht when a is divided by 9. We

here could call the quotnt q' and the remdainder r'. Then we would

have

b = (q1 r 9) 4 r'.

Then the sum of a and b will



We car ,,se the

and the dis ib ivo pr perty

b =-7

Then if r r' were di- _ded b,

reusii-'e

b

4

x

ou 'eve i q 7otient whd

71-1F.T. r 4 9) r"

rl" x 9)

x 9 +

is zero or iesF tThqn 9 an I-"Jnce it s not only the remainder

whet: r -0- r' civ_led by 9 the re ind ei 1-2 b is

.o as it as -e .inler goes, it does rot -.tier

The solution of exer ise 4 goes way as that fr -xerci.se

2 except that we multiply the numbers. Then we would have

69 x /9 = (7 x 9 + 6) x (8 9

= 7 x 9 x (8 x 9 7) + 6 8 x 9 + 7)

=7 x 9x8x9 + 7 x 9x7+6x8x9+6x7

The firet three products a flvls by 9 and ty what- we

is divided by the Pima as

the remainder when 0 + 0 0 + 6 x 7 is divided by 3o in finding

differutIce

whether we 3e the product or the product of the re airderso

If we wt''e to write this out in lr ,rs as we did the sum,

uld look like this:

b= (q x 9 + r) (q' x 9 +

exerci9e vidpr whPr 6g

emainder when trod let is diviii,!d by 9 it

Again

=qx9xq' x9 +qx9xr' +rxq _ 9 +rx rl

of the first three products is divisible by 9 and hence the

81 8



rirer hr
dii Y 9.

used the, numrer tn-

would follow :13t m sch as

23, etc. v:a Could

carrng it too far

6"hort 7 * had above.

,n 1 o:-.11 the T.,:_t4L]cutftcn
- . .

to ab it ,r r an'? (7),- in la-c2 c x q. H,Ince the List

ecrtior a-rt cr :=2

I

_ y -

let uo Sti,:nr: riZe c (1 iVr; re-aindcr when 1h-

sva, of t c nuiuber 6(21 by 9 (or other nuL:(7,e is the same

the re,Jaiier b zu.:-.; of (1-10de,4 9 (or

the sane o ht=b,:: Ti e swae rrocedL,re hold'm for t in

place of the sum.

These facts may LISET to givo TAIe e short proof of the impor-

tar r,--qq1;11 Meted in exyct;so 13. Con7;ii r a r. ihe number 156,782.

This is ,:_tten in the uwaal for:L1

'02 in

the result stated above for th pro6uct, the ro;,1-d r when 102 is

diviiied by 9 is the sue as when tne rLcL o: Lhe. J,4a.::..den; 1 x 1

is divided by 9, that is, the remainer is 1. 53m1=ar1y 103 ha a

re inder 1 x 1 x 1 when divided hy 9 and bonce 1. 3o a11 the powers

of ten have a remaimc:er 1 when divided by 9. 'inun, by the result.

41tdd above for the sum, the remainder when 156,782 is divided by 9

82 '''



iS the- sane a3 th r ,r wner 1 7x I

x 1 2 is divided by 7).

Writing it this wec! it -'tt for number.

Now we can us 11 tescrie a check

called "casting oil th': r7!" ]r

of computing machines, b.;t, st,=_ ir rtirig. Ccnsiier the

product 867 x 935. J1E, fc11,:wi.ng calculations:

86- suzl f)-7 2T sum of digits 3
934 = V', sum of diglts 7

Product !-)9,744 Produt: 3 =, 7 .--: 21

;jam ol alL,L$ 6 r ) . = :DV

Suofd1gi Slim of dielt5. 2 ,

2um of diglt,

Siace the two t%e s-s-Lme, we ,Ive It .ne.(-k on

the ac.,lurac 4- tine a-E311:t.

Exercise

1. Tr; try, chE.J:ing for another product. could it also work

for A if so ti -: it also.

2. F:xplLtn why this should come out as it d

,. If a comE.,utati. checks 1hi:=1 way, show th t it still could he wrong.

That 5, in the example given _atrve, what would be an incorrect

product th4t would still check?

4. aiveu th rumter 5.75 3.74 + 2.7 4-7 What is its

vaind r when it is divided by 7? WbO, is its remainder when it

is divide4 by 6? by 3?

5. Can you find h t-ct in the exa4ple bc na1ogcuc tc

casting out the ninr

6. In LA numeration syste- to he base 7 whet would be the result co- .

responding to that in tle decimal system whirl) gives casting out the

nines?
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The fol u

set how ]t works?

108. Then y

in e different order -- he

51 b c4 the :7-Aller frc74

61Ai. Then you ask h. m to

you the su.m of all

but one o. the d' i s in the re suit. id aye 45'79 and might

add the Is ,t thrse give you 14). All would be done

without your seeing any of he

w

hat the other df, th,_ resin

meT,hod Qf shorttnItAg

out he nines, I:5 to liscard any part ial

Then you would tell lim

_3 the _rick al a

_Bch are 9 or a

eyemnle given. we did no+

need to add all the digits in 810,645. could notice that

8 # t and 4 = 9 and hence the remainder when the 5UiA o'

the digits is divided by 9 would be 0 4 6, which Are there

other places in the check were work could have been shortened?

thus, in a way, throw away nines. it was from this that the

name "casting out he nines" came.

By just same principle, in a number system to the base 7

one would cast out the sixes: to the base 12 cast out the elevens,

etc.

4. 11. There is t. for divisibill by 11

which is nc- Auile so simple as that for divisibility by 9 but is

quite easy ,o apply. In fact, there are two tests. We shall start

you on one and let you disco- the other for yAmself. Suppose we

test the number -7945 for divisibility by 11. Then we can



write it a tefcr

The re

remainLpr.;

to 11 - 1.

when

1F)

Perhaps +-", u ve told

the bell.

11 -

=,y

leJ, by L

= 10

2,uc_, already.

2,y7,,rf7.1

LG

. That enougt.

your u to

J ut consider= -(-- ')e 1-1, corn :,--c from the above

a test for divsibili, by 1?

2. Notici 10 i 11 - I anci so ort.h as above, car you dev

another test f - cilvilibilit:' by 11?

hope you were devise the tests suggested in the

pry .)us exercises. the first, we could group the digits and write

the number 17945 qc 1 x 104 79 x 10 45. Hence the remainder when

the number 17945 vided b7 11 should be the same as the remainder

when 1 + 7 45 is vided by 11, that is

remainder when 79 is divided by 11, etc.)

any number.

The second method requires a little knowled

1 =4. -(2 is the

lethod would hold for

of negative numbers

(either rev' . them or, 1° you have not had them, omit t-is paragraph).

We could consider -1 as the remeler r, 10 is divided by 110 Then

the original number , ,ld have the same remainder as th.'3 remainder when

1 + -(-1)- 9 + 4(41 ) + 5 is divided that when 5 - 4 9

- 7 i 1 is divided by 11. This :last sum is equal to 4 which was what

we got the other way. By this test we start at the i ,'ht and alter-

nately add and subtract digits. This i- simpler than the other one.
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1. Test severa_

described adove. Anere !,n,c

remainders by thor

2. In a number ,h_

in e san . wayd,

Y

w-Lat

tested

system? d both ethods given atove work for

for

nu.

_

grou--.ed the

test for dvisiblIt,y by grouping

r;171r

Fcr what 111.-

,he der-imal

e 7 as well?

would tr.,' ,.erte,iners oe tr.' same?

L. Answer th,-! questions rat - ed in exercise 3 a c u ral system to

base 7 ts we 11 as in a numeral system to base 12.

5. In he r T'og deci for 1/9 in the decimal system there is

one digit the repeating portion; in the repeating 'ecimal for

1/11 in ,he decimal system, there are two Jigits in the 'pleating

portion. ther. <y co tion= er these facts and the

teats for dvisibilty for 9 and 11. What would be the connec-

tion between repeatin4 ci and the questions raised in

exercise 3 above

Could one have a check in w , 11's were "cast out"?

Can you _nd a trick for 1 similar to that in exercise 1 above?

Pisibllity bx There is not, a very good test for divisi-

bility by 7 in ti decimal syst,;m. (ln s. nu era ,ion system ) what

base would there be a good test?) But. is worth lookiLng 'nt- since

we can see the rlonnection -etween tests for divisibility and the
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reperting 7,

clivided ay 7.

7
f_

Rema!--oder wh±r.

lOn iS
by 7

If you compute the de:if 1 eqivalent :r 1/7 will see that the

remainders are exactly ti .e nunbers in the second line of tte -,able in

the order vivon. by tnis Sc: us -.e,ns that if we wanted to find

the remblnder

7 x 106 4- 9 x n x TO- 4 x
4

3 x IC

write

and replace 10 s7 remiir.',err in the able

to pet

7 +9x+ x4 4x(D4-5x

by 7 and fir. d remairder.

That would as much work as dividi- 7 in the first place.

this Js not a practical test bu it does snow th -- relationship between

the repeatin decimal and the

TA.J,,
5,A3,4. 5, 5, k-.".i.

1 44

divided by 7. If instead of 7 some other number le taken uich has

Ii. ither 2 nor 5. as a facLor, 1 will be i,he rt-4aind, when bOale power

of 10 is divided by that numb?.r. For instance, i're is L,07! pover of

10 Aich has the remainder of 1 ',vim it is divided 23. This is

very closely conne0,ed with tl,e. fact that the remainders must from a

cerl-uin point on, repeat. An,th,r way of expressing thi- rcsult is

that one can form a numbe,- comple:ely of 9's, like 99999999, which is

divisible b 23.
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Then

ee ye _

is :9a 4 is and h

10.

10

10®

10'

1010

105

loo

107
!pc

IC9
1

10-G

10"
_1012

10
1014

1,15

1010 1

108

the 5,_1:Lt='

1

1

1

1

_7 is

re:nal-71.er '4Ker.

17, t t
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nfin3r i dividod by 9 is some as the remainder wbm.

the number is div:ded by 9.
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Whole _nuAbers and 5-0

with t'e natural numbers 4

1

end.

rte _umber zero _use we have 1 the whole

numbers. Later on we all nave what - qP11_ _gut ivo num-

bers" as well and fir, at another name for Lie whole num-

bers ron -ne

intega_

words hole num, 2" :0 deserbe the 1,

zer but in

in 4era or "the positive

unit we just use t'

Divi ion is thy' 'Ve

6/2 r. 3 a- 6= 2 x , arc cvlo

relation
c.4 k V I. -f

etc.

of 1;lultpluz ion; that ia

dress4mg

/4 lk because 6 t 4 x

rl n .17

divisible by 2". But when we divide 6 by 4 we do not obtain

a natural number and we sa-, "6 is not divisible by 4". The

term "dJvisIble" dues 1,1-1t mean merely "you can divide" (this

h usually 110 done s certainly in both cc-sae above) but it

means that both the divl.sor and quotient are notu_ s1 numbers.

Two other ways of saying W is divisible by are "40 is a

multiple of 5 and "5 is a factor or *0

0_ nntation.
_

meaning It mlqht '(-)s six halves 4.4 held* of six, that is

ymbol 6/2 could have

t'i t t At these tWO are equal is cal ied



2

the commutative property of multiplication. We eer'that -ix

halves are 3 which is half of six.

use the two meanings interchangeably.

A./4 is the number such that if you multiply it by 4,

you obtain 1; that is 4x(1 4) 1p in a similar way, 20x(1/20)

or (1/20)x20ftl.

3/4 would be 1/4) or (1/4)x3. We can also say that

3/4 is the number Teich that if you multiply it by 4, you

obtain 3.

The quotient of any two whole numbers we call a rational

number whenever the quotient has meaning. Some examples are:

'3 4.1 7/2, 6/1; 125)789, 670000/3.

Exercises A

ive examples of the following kinds of number

(a) natural numbers (b) whole numbers

( ) non-negative numbers (d) rational numb -s,...

2. Express the relationships as products:

(a) (8/2)=4 (b) (21/7 =3

(c) (150/15)=10 (d) (29/5)=5 4/5

By what natural numbers is 144 divisible? What numbers are

factors of 144?

4. List 10 multiples of 7.

List 5 multiples of. 13.

5. What are two of the meanings of
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2/3 is the number such at if it is multiplied by 3

is obtained. Use this language to describe the following

numbers:

(a) 4/5 (b) 7/3 (c) 1/8 (d) /ii 100

Using thecfa t that: 2x3x5x17510, answer the following:

(a) What numbers are factors of 510?

(b) 510 is divisible by what numbers?

) 510 is a multiple of what numbers?

See Exercise 8. By which of the f ollowin numbers is 510

divisible?

4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 15, 20, 34, 51, 52

10. Assume b,c0 and d are natural numbers. If axbxcrld

make as many statements as you can about factors and

multiples involving 2 or more of the numbers a,b,c, and

d, is d a multiple of axb? Is bxc a factor of d?

3. -lt 11-atio- -nal numbers. In order to use

rational numbers we must be able to multiply and add them, and we

should like the properties of multiplication and addition to be

the as far as possible for the rational numbers as

for the whole numbers. Since multiplication is a little

easier than addition, we shall con_ider.lt first. What should

be the value of (1/3)(1/4)? It is one-third of one-fourth.

In other words we would divide something into four equal parts

and then each of these parts into three equal parts. We would



have in all 12 equal part Hence we define the

product (1 )x(1/4) to be 1/12. SiMilarly, (1/5)x(1 5)=1 O.

This would suggest what the product should be for any natural

numbers in,place of 3 and 4. One way to express this would

be to replace 3 and 4 by letters instead of other numbers and

have it understood that the letters stand for any numbers.

Then we would have

(1/a ) (1/b ml/(ab

where ab means the product of a and b.

Suppose we have two rational numbers whose numerato

not 1, such

(3/4) x (5/7)

3/4) x (5/7). Then this could be writ

(1/4) x 5 x (1/7) by the definition of a

rational number and the associative

property.

= 3 x 5 x(1/4) x 1/7 the commutative

principle.

= 15x(1/28),, 15/28, using the value of the

product of two rational numbers with one

in each numerator.

Would this work equally well with any natural numbers in place,

of 3, 4, 5, and 7? Expressed in letters would it be

(a/b)(c/d) = (ac) /(bd.)?

In words what does this mean?
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Exercises B

Explain what is meant by each of the follow

5/3, 10/6 14/24

2. Calculate each of the following product (9/3

(7/)4) x_4 (3b/b) x b for several natural numbe

place of b.

We know that 6/6 1, 2011p0 1. Using this. and assuming

that product of any rational number and 1 is the

rational number, find the value of:

3/5) x (6/6 (7/10) x (20/20), (11 (7/7)

Compute the products indicated in the previous exerciv,

using the definition of the product of two rational

numbers,

Can i;he natural number 6 be thought of as the rational

number 1. Why?

CalcUlate the products using the method of the preceding

page for the product of (3/4)x(9/7), and giving the reasons

for each step:

) (1/2)x( 3/5) (b) (2/3) (3/4)

) (5/6)x(8/9) (d) (1 '4 ) (2/3)X(7/8)

Using the definition of the product of two non-negative

rational numbers, is the set of non-negativp rationals

closed with respect to multiplication?

(10
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Find the following products:

(a) 6x(3/11) (b) (2/9)x4 (1/3 )x 1/4 1/5

(d) (2/3)x(7/8) (e) (7/)x(5/7) (1/4)x(8)x(3/6)x(-/4)

Suppose two equal rational numbers have equal denominators.

What, can you say t. out their numerators? Suppose the

equal rational numbers had equal numerators, what could

you say about their denominators?

10. State in words the method of finding the product of two

rational numbbrs.

Equality of rational numbers. How do we know that 6/2

and l2/4 are two ways of representing the same number? Are

there different ways of representing any rational'number? We

know that the answer to this is "y-es" since, for example 1/2.-

2 /'l. Here it is helpful to make distinction that we made for

natural numbers, there is a difference between a natural

number and the symbol used to represent it. We c 11 the

symbol, the "numeral ". Here when we want to make a distinc-

tion, we call the sym of the "fraction ". If we were going

to be very particular we would have written in the last sec-

tion: wfraction which represents the product of two rational

numbers is one whose numerator is the product of the numera-

tors aritiV.whose denominator is the product of the denominators

of the fractions which represent the given numbers. Phial of

course, is being altogether-tmpartieular. But It is useful

95
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at times t have the word "fraction" for the symbol. For in-
.

stance, we .cOuld say that the two fractions 1/2.and 2/4 represent

the same rational-number and some calf them equal. Also we©nal
probably speak of the numerator and denominator of a

fraction, but not of a rational number. But this is awkward, too,

and there _sna likely to be any confusion when we speak of the

numerator of a rational number, if we realize that it may have

several numerators and that we are merely referring to the way it

is written at the time.

We saw in exercises and 4 above that (3/5)x(6/6) is on the

one hand equal to (3/5)xl which should be 3/5. On the other

hand, if we multip]. y the numbers, we obtain 18/30. So 18/30

should..be equal to 3/5. We could have used any natural number

in place of 6 and we could have seen, for instance, that

3/5 = 21/35.

In fact, no matter what natural number k is, it would be

true that 3/5=(3xk)/(5xk). We can write this more briefly as

(3/5) =(3k/5k).

:`We can multiply the numerator and denominator of any fraction.by

a natural number without ch iging the value of the rational

number which it represents. Is this still true. if k is any

rational number? Also, working from t1e= right to the left, we

can divide both numerator and denominator of any fraction by the

same natural number without changing the rational number which it

represents.

How do ole find out whether two fractions represent the

same rational number? Suppose we had 6/15 and. 4/10, in which

96
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the numerator of one is nc6 a divisor of the numerator of the

other. One method would be to reduce each fraction to lowest

terms , that is, in each fraction divide the numerator and denom-

inator by any common factor. Then the statements that 6/15=2/5

and 4/20 ,- a/5 show that the two,given fractions represent the

same rational number. Another way of showing them equal would

be to equate each fraction to one whose denominator, is the

product of the given ones. That 16

6/15 v 60/150 and 4/10 . 60/150.

In the first case we multiplied the numerator and denominator

by 10 and in the second case by 15. If this using

letters it is easier to see what th, result looks like in

general, Let the fraction3 be a/b and c/d. Then

(a/b) (ad /bd), and (c /d) cb/db

Now bd = dip', by the' ,om:riutative property and cb = be. Thus if

the fractions (that is, the rational numbers which they

represent) are equa], thEn ad = be. Also if ad = be the

f7'aetlons will be equal.

Exercises C

1., rove two ways that each of the following pairs of

fractions represent the same rational numbers: 6/21 and

10/25, 9/12 and 21/28.

In the second method above we tested the equality of the

two fractions by making the denominator's equal. Could we

97
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have the numerators equal instead? If, so, what would

the conclusions have been?

Use the conclusion that a/b . d, -when adbc to decide

whether the following sentences are true or false:

(a) (2/3) (20/30) (b) (1/10)=(100/1000) ) (5 6):(51/51)

(d) (4/.5)- (7/E) (17/51) =(3 /9) ) (1/2)x (3 4)=9/24

4. Reduce the following to lowest terms:

(a) 100/500 (b) 50/250 /56

(d) 96/10B (e) 121/143 924/2036

5. show that (4/7)x(7/4)=1 and that (9/17)x(17/9) =1.

Show that (a/b)(b/a )=,1 if a and b are natural- numbers
The

fraction b/a is galled the reciprocal of a/b.

Wr.ite the reciprocals of the following numbers:

(a) 2/3 (b) 10/11 29/3 (d) 99/100 10

8. Which of the following !sentences are true ,and which are

false? Give the reasons for your answers:

(24.6)_1/(2e2) /(2x6)=1/( x2)

3/(6+12)=02+4 3/(6x12)=1/(2x4)

equal or not equal isJust showing that the

not,enough.

properties <o

be stated.

Is the followin

numb

The proper r wrong use of the 'fundamental

Tonal numbers and natural numbers should

ternent true for ever; rational nuMber:

Given a r ,Tonal numb r the reciprocal of its reciprocal

is'the given number
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5. r2Ayision. So far both the numbers appearing in

the fractions considered have been natural numbers.: Why did we

fZil,to mention fractions like 3/0? We know that 3/2 was

defined so that (3/2) x 2 = 3. So 3/0 would have to 'be defi d, .

if at all,, so that' (3/0) x 0 = 3. This would seem peculiar

since we know thatany natural number' multiplied by-zero is

zero. But we still might not be disturbed by this. Suppose we

carry it a little further. Then-[(3/0) x 0] x 3 = 3 x.3 = 9.

But (3/0) x (o x 3) = (3/0) x 0 . 3. Hence the assumption

(3/0) x 0 mg 3 either leads to 9 . 3 orthat [(3/0) x 0] x 3 is

not equal to (3/0) x (0 x 3) which would deny the associative

property. Our only choice then is to exclude zero denominators.

Exercises

Should 0/3 be included among the rational numbers? Why?

If it should be included, what number would it have to be

equal to?

2. Use the argument in the paragraph above to show a contra-

diction we would reach if l/0 were defined to be 4.

The number 1 is what multiple of each of the following?

( a) 1/2 (b) 1/3 (c) 1/14

(d) 1/100 (e) 1/1000 (f) 1/1000000

.4. Does the question: "The number 1 is what multiple of zerci?

have any meaning? Wh

99
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Could 0/0''be admitted to the family of rational numbers with-

without running into trouble? Why?

.6. Division of rational numbers. We have seen that it. is'.

easy to multiply two rational numbers. HOw can we divide them?

Suppose'we.consider the quotient: (3/5)k-(4/7). 'There are two

ways to find this quotient. In the first place, we know that

2/3 is that number which when multiplied by 3 gives 2. Hence if

we are to find the quotient (3/5)/()4/7) we must search for a

number which, when multiplied by 4/7 gives W5. In other words,

wewant to start with '/7 and by multiplying by-a properly

chosen rational number, arrive at 3/5. If x stands for the

number we are seeking, then

(4/7).x.3/5

If 4Nre multiply each of these two equal numbers by 7 /a, the recip-

rocal of 4/7, and use the relation that (7/4).(4/7).1, we obtain:

x=(7/4)*(3 Hence the number we are seeking is'(7/4)(3/5),-,

,21/20.

We see (3/5). (4/7021/20. To check, we find

(4/7)(21/20) = 54/140 =3 /5. 21/20 is the number which multi-'

lied by 4/7 gives 3/5.

We can think of the quotient (3/ 71 /7; as a quotient

two rational numbers, or as a single fraction with the

rational tumber 3/5 as the numerator end the rational number

4/7 as the denominator, (3/5
4/7)

100
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Then another way to get tii result is to notice that we

can, make the- denominator of the giv ction 1 by multi-

plying numerator end denominator by the reciprocal of 4/7,

by.7 4. -,Then we have

3/5 4/7) (3/5) x (7/4) (4/7)(7/4) c

(3/5) x,( 4) r 21/20.

Hop' would you formulate this in words? this shows that we have
4

in the rational numbers a system which has One advantage over the

natural numbers. The natural numbers are nbt closed under divi-

sion, that is, the quotient of two natural numbers is not always

a natural number. But-the rational numbers are closed under

division except by zero,, since the quotient of any two rational

numbers is a rational number, except when the divisor is zero.

ExerCises E

What is the quotient of 3 divided'by one-half? Find the re-

sult using division of fractions. Show how the same result

could be obtained without dividing fractions.

2. Find the quotients of:

(a) (3/2):(9/4) (b) '4 (7/6) 3/2 ).(7/6)

(d) (5/6)72 4) (f 10/11)i(2/5)

Find the quotients of

(a) (3/2) (9/4)i(7/6)1 (b) k3/2 4)] .1(7/6)

Is division of rational numbers associative?

Find the quotient:

d)

101
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State the results in Exercise 5 in words.

7. Addition of_r tional numbers. We have seen how to

multiply rational 9 mbers. How do we add them? If the denom_

inators are the sam -, it is easy. For instance

3/7 + 2/7 .., 3>< (I/7) + 2 x (1/7) = (3 + 2) x (1/7)

= 5 x (1/7) . 5/7

We just assume that the distributive property will hold a%-ld

define addition accordingly. We could express this in terms

P letters:

a/c b/c (a +b) /c.

When the denominators are equal we add the numerators, retain-

ing the common denominator.

Suppose we have two rational numbers whose, denominators

are not equal. Then we can make the denominators equal by

multiplying numerator and denominator by appropriate natural

numbers and then add the numerators. Suppose we wish to add

2/7 and 3/5t Then we have

2/7 3/5 . 10/35 21/35 . 10 + 21)/35 . 31/35.

We chose the 35 as the denominator since it had to be a multiple

of 7 and 5 and the smallest such number is 35. Why is this the

smallest number? Suppose on the other hand, we were to add 3/4

- and 7/10. Here our denominator must be a multiple of 4 and also

of 10. While 40 satisfies these conditions, 20 is a smaller

number which does. Thus the numbers could be written

3/4 + 7/10 15/20 + 14/20 29/20.

102 1 08
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You may prefer -to- write this in column form as

3/4=15/2g

+.7/14 =14 20

or 15(1/20)
-

or 414 1 0

Exercises F

1. Find thessume:

) 7/8 * (b) 3/5 * 5/5, 7/8 + 3/16

(d) 7/8 3/5 (e) 7/8 9/21 7/8 11/20

(g) 11/12 3/24

2. Find the value of the foil

(a) 1 7 (1,3 4 1/5) ( b ) 3 #5 1/5

defined addition so that the numpra o. the sum of two

rational numbers having equal denominatoi's was obtained by

adding thp numerarsi the common denominator being :retained..

Is the' sum of two rational 'numbers having equal

the fraction whose numerator is the cmmon numerator and whose,

denominator is the sum of. the denominators; that is, is

5/7 5/3 = 5/10? Give reaSons.

4. Find thevalUe of (8/13) (2/7).

How would you subtract one rational number from another?

If po8sible using non-negative rationale, subtract from

7/8 the following:

1/4 (b) 2 3/4 8/9 13/15

7. Find the value of [(6/7 ) + (9/8):

Find the. values of

0/3 7/8 -(b) * b/o '

0/3) x (7/8) (d) (0/k) x (a/b)

103
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9. Find: (a /b)

10. Why should finding the least common multiple of the denon

inatomqf two fraCkions be useful in finding the sum of

two rational numbers?

11. Is every whole number a rational number? Why?

12, Two fractions 0/a and'O b are equal when a and b are any

natural- numbers since Oxbmax0. Also 0 is zero

since (0/a) x a r- 0-and 0 x a 0. Show that if the

must be zero. (Do you already know that this property

holds for the whole numbers?)

property holds for the whole numbers. )

8. Summary _of the _prop_f_rtis of the ,non-ne at ive

"c.Tonal It is probably worth while to list the

properties - -which we have found so far. The rational numbers

are represented by " ordered pairs" of numbers the first of

-which is a whole number and the second of which natural

number. We call them "ordered pairs" since the order in

Which they are written is Important; that is 3/4 is not the

ems number aL4 Z. We use the Solidus (the name for the

alantii line) to separate them. But we could write 3,4 or

-4 or 34k4 just as well. We defined equality, sum and produ

and they have the following properties:

1. (closure) The product and sum of any twoo rational

numbers are rational numbers.
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2. (existence of identity number for addition and multi -

plication )0 The number 0 is a rational number and has the

property that 0 .rurfor any rational number, r; zero is

the identity number for addition. The number 1 is a rational

number and has the property that Ixrtrfor any rational

number, one is the identity number for multiplication.

3, Addition and multiplication are associative.

4. Addition and multiplic ti ;h are commutative,

5. The distributive property holds.

6. The quotient of any two rational numbe

rational number if the divisor is not zero,

a

'7. If the product of two rational numbers is zero, one

or both must be zero.

8. Zero multiplied by any rational number is zero.

Exercise G

Which of -hese properties are also properties of the net

of whole numbers?

9. Orderi of rational' number8. Let us first review

a few facts about the whole numbers. We are familiar with

the notation 7 2. This is just another way of writing

7 2.' In words,-7 - 5 isthenumber which, when added

to 5 gives 1. Now 5 7 is.not a whole number since there

is no whole number which we can add to 7 to get 5. Similarly,
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18 - 10 is a whole number but 10 - 18 is net. In general,10

natural number minus another 'natural number is a natural

number only if the first is greater than the second. There

is a notation for this: 7 > 5 or 18 > 10 means "7 is greater

than 5" or "18 is greater than 10". We could also say "5 is

smaller than 7," written 5 < 7; or "10 is :smaller than 18,"

written 10 <18. This could be written in terms of letters

as follows

b - a is a natural number if b that is a < b.

These ame symbols. of'inequality. are useful in dealing

with rational nuMbers. Suppose we wish to compare 1/3 and

2 7; which is greater? One way of doing this would be to

find their decimal equivalents; this we shall do in the n

section. The second Way, which is probably simpler, is t

replace the pair of fractions by a pair with the earn

denominator just as we were going to add them. That is

1/3 7/21 and 2,7 21. Since 7 is greater than 6, this

shows that 1/3 is greater than Another way to look at

it is to see that 1/ - 2/7 ®_ 1/21 which is the quotient of

two natural numbers, In general, one rational number is said

to be greater than a second rational number if the first

minus the second is the quotient of two natural numbers

another way to say it would as: one rational number is

.

greater than a second if one can add the quotient of two

natural numbers to the second to t the first.
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that have used "the quotient of two natural

numb rs", Why did we not just say "rational number "? One

reason is that zero is a rational number and if their differ-

ence were zero, they would be equal. Also we shall later be

considering negative rational

them from our definition.

umber and we wish to exclude

Exercises H

Associate 7/10, using the appropriate symbol

each of the following:

9/10, 1/10, 1/2, 3/5, 3/4, 3/7, 00.21

7/8, 7/9, 7/11 7/12

If two rational numbers have the e denominator

larger rational number has the la5..ger numerator. If two

rational numbers have the same numerator show.tha the

-larger rational number has the smaller denominato

Write the following rational numbers in increasing,ord_

8/9, 18/19, 3/4, 5/e 25/27

Write all the fractions between 0 and 1 whose denominators.

are 7 or less, in increasing-order pf,size. There are a

7/5, 7

with

number of interesting properties of this

Can you discover them?-

of numbers.

If a, b, c, d are natural numbers show that (a/b!.> c/d)

if ad > bo . Show also that if ad < bc then (a/b )<

How could .this be used to shorten4he-computation above?
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6, if he diameter of a:circle is 1, it is shown in geometry

that the numb'Ar of unite in the circuit vane° is a number

designated byr and whose value to five decimal, places is

3.141.59. The rational number most often used as an

approximation for this number 1# 22/7. Another approxi-

mation used by the Babylonians is 355/113. of

th6se, fractions is the greater and which is closer toll'

If a and b are two whOle numbers, then just one of the follow-

ing relationships holds: a> b, a m b, a <b. Show that

the same statement may be made when a and b a

numbers.

rational

(Hard) Let r and a be two positive rational numbers with

r < a. Show each of the following for two pairs of values

of r and a. For example, use r a 0 and s R/5.

a. r <1:(r )/6,*

b. 1 /s<[(1 /r 4. 1/s

c. r 2 <

d. if r b and a then r b#d)< s.

part or parts of exercise 8 show, they are true

in general, that betWeen any two rational numbers there

another rational number?

The notation in the parts of the exercise perhaps need

further explanation. We write 2 < 4 <17 to mean "2 is less

than 4 and 4 is less than 7" --- more briefly, "4 is bet peen

2 and 7 and equal.. to neither". The correapond meaning

would be used for rational numbers.
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(ry hard) Show that the inequalities cfcexercise 8 hold

for all positive rational numbers rand s. Begin by letting

r = a a = C/d, where a, b, c, d are natural numbers.

10. Decimal euivalent- or rational numbers,. We saw above

that one way to compare the size of 1/3 and 2/7 was to compare

their decimal equivalents. To 1- mber up our pencils and our

minds, let us start by finding a few decimal equivalents.

ercises I

1. Find the decimal equivalents to ten places of each of the

renewing:, 1/2, 1/3, 1/ 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 6 1/9, 1/10,

1/110

2. Point out any patterns which you see in the decimal equiv

lents which you have just calculated. In particular was

there any stage at which you could write -down the answer

without carrying the actual division farther? Which of

the decimaLequivalents were exact?

First of all let us look at these_ decimal expansions

which are exact, that is Which and with a string of

zeroes.' We had 1/2 * .50'1/4 = 250 1/5 t .2, 1/8 7 .125,

1/10 m .1. This kind of decimal is sometimes called a

terminating,decimal since. it stops. Instead of using the

decimal notation we could have used fractions. Then we

would -have m 5/10, 1/4 = 25/100, 1/5 m 2/10t

1/8 F 125 loop, 1/10 * 1/10.
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Ekpress each. of the following doe :Ials as a -:otient of

two whole numbers where the denominator is a pc.wer of ten,

that is, one,of 10; 100; 1000; 10000; etc ; 15.78, 1.7693

.0012.

Do you believe that every terminating decimal can be

expresses as the quotient of two whole numbers in which the

denominator is a power of ten? ,Why?

,5. Express each of the following as a decimal: 155/1©00,

57/10000; 789/100, 3569/10. Do you believe that:any

quotient of two whole numbers in which the denominator is a

power of ten, can be expressovl as a terminating decimal?

Why?

What connection is there, t answers for exercises

4 and 95 above? Collect thenri
vent you can.

The fraction /8 co z3c. b ritt n as

into a single state

uanating decimals

as we saw above because it can be written as a fraction

whose denominator 1000,,namelyi 125/1000. 1/25 could

be written as a terminating decimal because it is equal

to 100. Is there any way that one can determine when

a rational-number-has a terminating decimal without con-

verting it tO a fraction with a power' of ten as denominator?

We saw from exercise 7.and other examples that the

fraction b is to have a terminating decimal' it must be

equal to a fraction . d where d is a power of 10. Now if
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a b is in lowest terms, it can be equal'to d only if

b divides d. In other words b must divide r wer of 10.

For example, 8 must divide 1000 so that 1/8 ca le equal

to 125 1000, 25 must divide 100 so that 1/25 is equal to

4/160.

8. If a natural number pia a divisor of a power 10. what

can you day about its prime factors. (The t acher,should,

recall to the student what is meant by "prime factors"

If a number has no prite'factors but 2 or 5 or both, must

it be a divisor of a- pOwer of ten? Illustrate your con-

clusion with several examples.

So we can summarize what we have found so far by the

following statement: If a rational number has a terminat-

ing deCimal equivalent and if the fraction is in,lowest

terms, then the only prime factors of the denominator can

be 2 or 5 or both. Conversely, if the denominator of a

frac ion in lowest terms has no prime factors but 2 or 5

or both, then its decimal equivalent terminates.

11. 'Repeating Decimals. In the' first exercise of the

preceding section We found that 'there were several fractions

whose decimal equivalents did not terminate:. 1/3, 1/6 1/7,

1/9, 1 1. These do not terminate since the, denominators have

factors different from 2 and 5. Next we look into these in

more detail.
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One way to write-a decimal equivalent for 1/3 would be

.33333... where the line under the 3 and the three dots

afterward indicate that no matter how far out one carries

the division there will be just sequence of threes.

Similarly, 1 /11 could be written .090909... where it is the

pair of digits 09 which repeat as far at the division

carried out. Also 4/3 can be written 1.333... The fr c-

tion 1/7 has a repeating portion of six digits: .142357...

Such decimals as these are called repeating_decimals (sOme-

times, periodic decimals). That is, a decimal is called a

repeating decimal when from a,certain point on some sequence

of digits repeats and continues to repeat no matter how far

the division is carried out. Notice that 1.333... is a repeat-

ing decimal even though the initial digit is not 3. Similarly,

14.235235... is a repeating deciMal.

These decimals which we have found for 1/3, o.

do not give the exact value for the fraction no matter where

one cuts them off but the farther one goes, the closer IX the

decimal in value to the number. For instance 1/3 - .3

1/3,- 3/10 w 1/300 1/3 - .33 w,1/3,- 33/100 * 1/300,

1/3 - .333 1/3 - 353/1000 = 1/300,0 and so on. The results

of Exercise 2 below shoW similar results for the expansion of

1/7. For instance, .142857 is equal to 142,857/1,000,©00 but

:this is not equal to 1/7 since 7 times 142,857 is 999,999
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which is just short 1,000.000. However 1/7 - .142857

I' 1/7000,000 which is a very small number,

Exerc

.Sometimet one i_ 1/3 = .33 1/3. What does the second

1/3 stand for. Is-it the same an the first O. Is the

fallowing true: 1/3 = .333 1/3? If what does the

sedond 1/3 stand for here?

What would one have to add to .142 to make it exa --Y

equal to 1/7?- What would one hav) to add to .1428 to

make it exactly equal to 1/7?

Multiply each of the following by 3: .33,

.3333. By how mqch does each of your results differ

from l? What connection is there between your answers

here and exercise 1 above?

4. Find the decimal equivalents for each of the following

fractions. {Do not be discouraged at the size of. the

denominator in some cases. The process for-some large de7

nominators is shorter than for smaller ones.) Carry out the

division to the point where the decimal terminates .or

.

5. In the dectmal:equivalents for 1/3, 1/7, 1/13, 1/17 do

you see any connection between the denoMinator,and the

number of digits. in the repeating part .,.of the decimal?

begins to repeat.

(a) 3/8 (c) 15/37 (e) 41/333 (g) 1/13

(b) 5/44 (d) 7/125 (f) 4115/33,333 (h) 1/17

113
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Do not carry out the division for 5/413 but guess whether

or not the decimal will terminate or repeat. Give reasons

for your guess. How far might you have to carry out the

division to show your guess to be correct or false

7. How many different remainders would it be possible to have

in dividing a number by 727? t would a remainder have

to be if the decimal terminates.

12. hat ione.l Numbers E-u valen ing Decimals,

It is a remarkable fact that the dec _al equivalent- of every.

rational number- either terminates or is a repeating decimal.

You may have guessed this already. To see why it is so, con-

sider first a few divisions. Firet take 4/15 (this division

in to be written out). Here the remainder after two divisions

is the same as after three and the process just repeats itself.

Consider the decimal for 2/7 (this division is to be written

out). Here the first remainder is 6 and the remainder after

six more divisions is 6, which means that the series repeats.

Consider 575/17 (this division to be written out). The first

mainder is 6, the second is 14, the third is 4 and the

fourth 6' It does- not at this point begin to repeat since

the first 6 occurred-before zeros were adjoined. But as

soon as a third 6 occurs as a remainder the decimal will

begin to repeat. As a matter of fact, the remainder 1/1, is

the first one to occur again and the decimal will start to

repeat at this point.
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either the decimal will terminate r,f rom a certain point on0,

one must continue to adjoin zeros to the dividend. If, after

zeros are adjoinedl.two remainders are the same the decimal

begins to repeat and continues to do so. Why'must two: of these

remainders be equal? The last two exercises in Bcercises

,should be a help in reaching.the answer to this question.

In division by 17, the only possible remainders would be

Q, 1, 2, 3, ... -15, 16. If a remainder Is zero, the decimal

will terminate. From what we have shown aboVe0 this would not

happen if the fraction were in lowest terms since the denomina-

tor has factors other than 2 and 5. If the decimal does not

terminate, there would be only 16 possible remainders. Suppose-

in finding the decimal equivalent of 1/17 the first sixteen

remainders were all different (we saw above that this was indeed

the case). Then the next'one would have to be a remainder that

had occurred before. Similarly, in dividing by 37,there would

be not more than 36 possible remainders and if the first '36 were

all different, the next one would have to be one which had

already occurred. Actually the first three remainders in co

puting 42/37 are 5,.13, 19, and the fourth remainderis 5 again.

Since the first remainder occurred4Upt 'before a zero was adjoined

to the 420 the decimal repeats from the fourth remainder on..

It is 1.135235 Hence it is not necessary that all the

remainders occur before repetition. But we can be sure in
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every case that the largest possible number of digits in the

repeating part of any repeating decimal is one less than the

divisor.

This discussion shows that every rational number has a

de'_-4mal equivalent which either terminates or -a repeating

decimal

So far we 11A110 considered converting rational numbers

into their decimal equivalents. Suppose we have a repeating

decimal: .1 ?12 . Can we find a rational number which it

represents9 Before trying this let us go back to one which

we already know and develop a method for dealing wit it so

that we may apply it to the case at hand.

Consider the decimal: .333 ... Let the 1

r

n

stand f or thin number. Then ten times this number, that is

0

lOn will be 3.333 ... That is we have

inn * 3.333 .

-n m .333 ...

If we subtract n things from 10h things we have 9n thin

(This can also be seen from the distributive property:

iOn n (10 1) 9n) . And .333 subtracted from

3.333 ... is 3.000'. Hence we have 9n = 3.- But, using our

notation for 'a rational number, we see that_ this means n

which is equal to 1/3. This is a complex way of showing that.

1/3 ha:vthe.decimal equivalent given above but it is useful

to lodk at this process since it will apply for more difficult
_ ,

decimal
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Now let us return to .121212 . Pry instead 100n

12.1212 Then 99n = 12.000 and n = 12/99 which reduces to

4/33..

We do not attempt to give a formal proof that every rep

ing decimal represents the quotient of two natural numbrs,

that is rational number, but working the exercises'which

follow should be evidence in that direction.

gxexcises K

1. Find the rational number whose decimal equivalent is

.121212 . Find the rational number whose decimal

equivalent is .121121121 .

2. Express each of the following in the form a where a and

b are integers: .343434 , 1.343434 13.434343 ...

.567567 , 1.23412341234 5761.23123123 ...

Can you formulate any rule for determining what n is to

be multiplied by in dealing with such repeating decimals?

4; Look again at, the number of digits in the repeating

parts of the decimal equivalents for-1/3, 1/7, 1/11,

1/13, 1/17. We have seen above that the number of digit

in the repeating part cannot be as great as the denominator.

Can you discover Any sharper..relationship?
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UNIT XIV

THEMATICAL SYSTEMS

A New Arithmetic

Here cars some new nt

1 + 2 =

2 3 = 1

2 = 0

facts. Do they seem a little strange to

you? We might call this lock arithmetic." We have used a four-minute

clock -- one which might b used to time ds and intermissions in a

boxing match.

Let's see how this kind of arithmetic works. If the band is at I

minute, and moves for 2 minutes, then it is at 3. can ite 1 + 2 = 3.

If it'is at 2 and moves for 2 minutes then it is at 0. We write-

2 +'2 = 0. If it is at 2 and moves for 3 minutes, thewit stops at 1.

/-
We write 2 3 = 1.

We can make an addition table for this system of arithmetic thu

0 1 2

0

2

0
1
2
3

1
2
3
0

2
3

0
1

3
0
1
2

We read tables of this sort by following across horizontally from

any entry in the left column, say 2, to the position below some, entry

in the top ro ay 3. The entry in Ws position in the table( s) is

then taken as the result of combining the element in the top row with

the aliment originally picked out in the left hand column. In the case

above we write 2 + 3 = 1. Check that 3 + 1 = 0 in this table.

Studying our table,' s 1 2 = 2 + 1? 1s 2 + 3 = 3 + 27 What does this

suggest to us about this kind of arithmet
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1 4 2)+ 3 = 1

1 + 2) = (1 +1) +2?

Check noise other examples. What does this suggest to us?

Let's compare this new arithmetic with ordinary arithmetic.

What the numbers of the ordinary arithmetic? Of this new

arithmetic?

Does additior -v the commutative property in this ne-'ari etic?

Does addition have the associative property in this new arithmetic?

4. Is there an identity element (an element which when combined with

any other element produces:the "other" element itself as the result)

for addition in this new arithmetic?

We call this new kind of arithmetic "modular ar ithmetiO, and the

number 4 is called the modulus. We say this system is arithmetic mod 4.

The arithmetic of the three-minute egg timer is arithmetic mod 3. We

can write an addition, table for mod 3, mod 5, mod 8 -- we can have as

many modular_aritafetics as we have naturel numbers.

Exerci

1. Make an addition table for mod 3, mod 5, mod 6, and mod 8. What

are the numbers for each? Save for use in Exercises 8.

Using the mod 5 addition table, find simpler names for:

I + 2

3 - 1

0 - 3

4 +1

3 2

3 + 4

1 - 2

3 - 2

2 4

4 +

(3 2)

3 + (2

(4 - 2)

(3 )

4-

2 + 4)
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You have only a five-minute clock. How many full turns would

hand make if you were using it to tell you when 23 minutes had

passed? Where would the hand be at the end of the 23 minute

interval? If you continue then for 15 minutes where is the hand?

Can you figure out an easy way to work problems like this

without counting on the clock? Try it.

What is Op° n?

We are familiar with the operations of ordinary arithmetic --

addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division. In the preceding

exercises we did a different kind of operation. We made a table for

the new addition. This operation is defined by the table, because it

tells us what we get when we put two numbers together. Study the fol-

lowing tables.

1 _ 2
1 2 3 4 5 1

3 4 5 1 2

4 5 1 2 3

4 5 1 2 3 4
5 2 3 4 5

(d

7

6 8 10 12

5 8 10 12 14

7 10 12 14 16

9 12 14 '16 18

8 10 11

4- 8 9 10 11 12

2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5

7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6

8 ,9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8.

10 11 12 1 2 3 , 4 5 6 7 8 9

11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2= 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2 3 2

2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9

1
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We see that these tables show us a way to put two things together

get one and only one thing. For example,

2 4-'2 = 4 in both tables (a) and .(c

1 = 5 and 2 7 2 = 6 in table (d)

1-8 1 =

When we have a way of putting two things of a given set together

to get a third, we say we have a binarx operation. For instance,

8 and 2 when added gives us 10.

8 and 2 when multiplied gives ins 16.

8 and 2 when "zumptified" gives us 18. When 6 and 4 are

zumptified we get 16. 5 and 1 when eumptified give us

11. Were -, of the tables a nzumptification table?

This doesn't mean hat we can always put things together in any

order. For epla,

2 1 = 5 but 1 =4

For this reason, we must remember first that when we explained how

to read a table we decided to write the element in the left hand column

first and the element in the top-row second with the operation's symbol

between them. We must then remember to_examine each-new operation to

see if it is commutative and associative.

Exercises - 2

the tables of operation on page 3 to answer these questions.

A

3 = if we use table (a) 12

3 = if we use table (b) b 10 6=

2= 1=
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(d )

(e
)

(f)

2

1

11

0 2 =

1

12
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(d) 03=
101,0
29303=

2. Which of the binary operations described in the tales on page 3

are cymmutative? associative? Is there an easy way to cell if an

operation is commutative when you examine a table of operations?

What is it?

Are the following binary operations commut tiv ? associa

(a) Set: Ali natural numbers less than 50.

Operation: Twice the first added to the second.

Example: 3 combined with 5 produces 11 (2 x 3 7= 11)

Set: All natural numbers between 25 and 75.

Operation: Choose thee lesser number.

Example: If the two numbers .re 28 and 36; the third number

-Associated with them by thi operation is 28.

Set: All natural numbers between 500 and 536.

Operation: Choose the greater number.

Example: If the two numbers are 520 and 509, the third n

is 520.

(d) Set: The prime numbers

Operation: The larger number.

Set: All natural numbers.

Operation: Least Common Multiple.

Example:, If the numbers are 4 and 6, the third number determined

by this binary operation is, 12.

Set: All natural numbers.

Operation: Greatest Common Factor.

(g) Set: All natural numbers.
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Operation: Given two natu al numbers, m and n, tie result of

the operation is mm.

Set: The prime number

Operation: The larger number.

Set: Gallon cans of paint in different colors.

Operatipn: Mixing paint.

Make up a table for an operation that has the commutative property.

5.. Make up a table for an operation which does iiot have the commutative

property.

More about Closure

We already have an acquaintance with the idea of closure. What do

you remember from that brief introduction?

We recall that a set is closed under an operation if we can alw ye

do that operation on any two members of the :et and get a unique third

number which is a member of the same set, The two members we start

with may be the same one. For example,

(1) We observed that the set of even numbers is closed

under addition. This means that if we add any two even

numbers, get a third. even number.

2 2 = 4 (We used the same numbe

14 6 = 20-

44 86 = 130

) We observed that the set of odd numbers is not closed

under addition. This means t

we do not get a third odd number. For example, 3 5 =

Is this a case where one example is enough to show that

closure does not hold? We can actually give more exampl

The sum of two odd numbers is alwayeOutside the opt of odd

numbers.

add two odd numbers
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(3) We observed that the set of natural numbers is not

closed under subtraction, that is, take a pair of number

6 and 9, and subtract. 6 9 -- but no natural number -haw

can aubtra.at 6 from 9 to give
the name, "6 - 9. Yet-

Us the number, 9 - 6. The standard symbol for this: number

is "3.

(4), We observed that the set of natural numbers is not

8
closed under division. It is true tha 7t is a natural

number, but there is no natural number
2

other illUstrations of closure that is, s closed

What are some

under an operation and sets not closed under an operation?

Exercises - 3

1. Study again the tables on page Which sets are closed under the

operation? Which sets are not closed under the operation? How do

you kno

2. Which of the systems described below are closed?

(a) The set of even numbers under addition.

(b) The set of even numbers under multiplication*.

(c) The eet of odd numbers under multiplication.

(d) The set of odd numbers under addition*

The set of multiples of 5 under addition.

The set of multiples of 5 under subtraction.

The set of even numbers used in telling time under clock addition.

The set of 'odd numbers used in telling time under clock addition.

The set of numbers mod 7 under subtraction.

The sat of natural numbers less than 50 under the operation

where the third number ii the smaller of the two numbers.
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(k) The eft of prime numbers under addition.

(1) The set of numbers whose numerals in base 4 end' in '0/ or '2'

under addition.

The set of numbers whose numerals in base 5 end in under

:addition.

Identities _(or Identity Elements)

In our study of the number one in ordinary arithmetic, we observed

that any number multiplied by 1 gave that same number, that is, the

product of any number and 1 is the number, like,

2
2 x = 2 3 x = 156 -3c 1 = 156

x 1-= or, for

any number in ordinary arithmetic, n = n.

In our study of the number zero, observed that the sum of 0

y number in ordinary arithmetic gave the number-, that

8=2 3 0 = 468 0 = 468 5 0 .

ordinary arithmetic, n 4- 0 = n.

One is the identity for multiplication in ordinary arithmetic.

Zero is the identity for addition in ordinary arithmetic.

What is the identity for the arithmetic of the 4-minute clock?

for our ordinary clock?

What tables of operation in Exercises 1 -ve identities? What is

the identity for each?

Inverses

If we add two things and get the identity for addition, then we

11 them additive inverses of each other. For example, in the table

0 1 2 3

0 0 2 3

1 1 2 3 0

2 2 3 0 1

3 3 Q 1 2

0 is the identit-

2 -I- 2 = 0

3 = 0
1 3 = 0

5
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These pairs of numbers, 2 and 2, 3 and 1, 1 and 3, are said to be

inverses of each other. Each element of the set has Inverse. The

inverse of 0 is 0, the :Traverse of 1 is 3, the inverse of 2 is 2, and

the inverse of 3 is 1.

Ex cise

Study tables on page 3.

Which tables have an identity and what is the identity?

(b) Pick out inverses in these tables. Does each member of

the set have an inverse?

- 4

Some Algsbraic Systems

We have an algebraic system when the following statements are true:

There is a set of things -- these things need not be numbers.

2. There is one or more operations.

3. There are some properties concerning the operations and the Jets

of things -- such as the commutative property, the associative

proper4p closure identities, inverses.
ii

Let's loo'l at egg-timer arithmetic -- arithmetic mod 3.

1 2 0

2 0 1

0 1 2
2 0

t has a set of things. These are numbers 2.

It has the operation,,,

The opera on of has the commutative property. Can

you tell by the table? If so, how? We can make some

checks too. 1 2 = 0 and 2 + 1 = 0, so 1 + 2 = 2 + 1.

J-nere,_ an ide tity-for the operation, (the number 0).

pry member of the set has an inverse for the operation +.
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Algebraic Systems without Numbers

We may have algebraic systems without numbers in them. Suppose

invent one. What do we need?

We must have a set of things. Then, we need some kind of operation --

something we can do with two of the things to get a third. And there

must be properties concerning the operation and the things in'the set.

Letl' start with a post card -- really any rectangular shaped cnr

.will do* Instead of a set of numbers we will have a set of changej of

position. We will take only those changes which make the card look

like it did in the beginning (except that the marks on the corners may

be moved around). How many of these changes are there?

We may start with it in some position which we will call the

original position. "We will say it looks like this:

D C

attars in the corners f the card will help us see the different

changes. One new position may be like this. The change of position

was turning the card fram its original position on its horizontal ax

A second change of position is this:

Horizontal axi

(Turn the card from its original
1

1

1
position on its vertical axis.)

Vertical axis

There is a third change -- we may turn the card from its original

position halfway around its center. It looks like this:

. 127
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Another change is to leave the card as it is.

Here are the four changes of position:

A
V

We can now make up our mathematical system. 'he set of things in

our system is the set of changes 1, H, V, and R. We will need an opera-

tion. -Let's make up one it is *.

H * V means first do change H

Then, do change V

This final position is the

Mme, change as change R nereA/rel H * V = R

What shall we call this operation?

Complete this table:

H H
V

R

R -- _-

Is this really an operation? What properties

and set of things?

Examine th

Exercises - 5

between th peration

of operations for -he chges of the rectangle.

is the set closed to this operation?

Is the operation commtative?

Is the operation -%Pt*ciative?

Is there an identity for the operation?
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2. Here is o,- system of changes. Take a triangle

with two equal sides. Label the corners "A", "B"

"C", so it will look like this:

The set for the system will consist of two changes.

Thefirst change, called I, will be "leave alone".

The second change, called M, will be "flip the

triangle around its vertical axis-"

M°I will mean flip the triangle about the vertical axis and than

leave the triangle alone. How will the triangle look -- as if it

had been left alone, I, or as if the change M,had been made?

The operation, called IN First do and then do

Always start the operation with the triangle in this position.

Does MP% = M or does M°I m I?

(a) Complete the table below:

the set closed for this operation?

Is the operation commutative? associative?

(d) is there an identity for the operation?

Does each member of the set have an inverse for the operation?

Make a triangleRwith three equal sides. Label its corners "A",

"Cr", like this:

be made of six changes.

"B"

The set for this eystem will

-three of these will be flips about the

axes, and three will be turning the triangle around its center.
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Make a table for these changes.. Examine the table. Is this

operation commutative? Is there an identity change? boes each

change have an inverse?

. Try making a table of changes for a square.

There are eight changes. What are they? Is there an identity

change? Is the operation commutative?

This is the table of changes of a triangle with two equal sided.

Fill in this table of operation for addition

modulus two. 0 1

Suppose a "0" is put in place on every in in the table of changes,

and a "1" is put in, place of every "le and a "+" t,i.s put in place of

the "". What would the resulting table be?

The two tables use different symbols, but have the same pattern.',

We.may then expect them both to have the same properties.

Another mathematical system which does not use numbers is the

syitem of changing tires on a tricycle. Suppose tires on a

tricycle are labeled like this: AO

BO OC

by switching two tires we could get

AO

C0
or or

OC

By switching all three

BO

CO' ---,LOA

cbuld get

Theaet in made of tire Witches, not tires.

(a) in will -operation *he?

tf
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(b) Give name to each of the five switches above. Let "I" be

the eidentity switch", that is the pwitch which makes no

change at all. Make a table for the'system of switching

tires on a tricycle.

Doss this'table have the same pattern as the table of changes

for a triangle with three °Oa]. sides?

Was the operation for changes of the trrgle commutative?

Is the operation of tire ,witching commutative? Check and

see.

There are three pictures on the wall. We can leave them alone,

switch two, or switch all three in various ways. See if you can

ke a system and a table for switching pictures., Remember to

have a system you need a set of things, and an operation. What

pro rtiesdo you find in this system?

Algebraic systems may be defined without even having a geometric

Model. This can be done -by ely giving the set of elements and the

result of combining any two of them. Each of the follOwing three tables'

defines an algebraic system.

R W P2 P2

P1

A=IX V
AL=X V
ED= x VA
X X V.A
V v o x
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Exercises - 6

hese tables to complete the following statements correctly.

W v R = (e) P1 * P2 =
(i) V- El=

(b) 6 X= (f) P2
P3 s (j) W ir W =

(c) V V= (g) PO * P2 =
(k) R n R =

(d) R ir W = (h) = X = (1) 15 P3 =

Which one, or ones, of the binary operations 7r, *,(v has an identity

element? What is it in each case?

Which on vor ones, of the operations v,

Prove your statement.

Use the tables to "compute" the following [Assume hat parentheses

(), mean that the quantity "enclosed by-them is to be computed first

and then treated as a single elemen

commutative?

Po * (P1 * P2)

(PO * Pl) * P2

PO * (p1 * P3

(f©* * 'P

(P2 PO) * L

(f) P2 * (PO * P3

( g ) ( LA)

(h) (A ,L) X=

I L= I I

(i) (v
(3) V (I= )

Does either (b) or table (c) seem to represent an associative

ope tion? How could you prove your statement? What would another

person have to do to prove you wrong?

Systems of Natural fiumbez,s and Whole Numbers.

The natural numbers form an algebraic system under both the opera-.

tions of addition and multiplication. What are some of their properties?

The natural numbers have an identity element with respect to multiplica-

tion. What is it? Do they have an identity element with respect to

addition?
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if we take the system of natural number: and one more element,

the number zero, we get a new and different mathematical system called

the sYstea a whole numbers. Which of the properties listed for the

tural numbers are also possessed by the whole numbers? Do the whole

numbers,have-any additional properties?

Exercises -1

1. List the properties of these mathematical systems. How are they

the same? In what ways are they different?

(a) The system of natural numbers and addition and multiplication.

.(b) The system of whole numbers under addition and multiplication.

The system whose set is the seta odd numbers and whose

operation Is multiplication.

(d) The system whose set is the set made up of zero and the

multiples of 3, and whose operation is multiplication.

The system whose set is the set made-up of Zero and the

(g)

multiples of 3, -d whose operation is addition.

The system whose set is the even numbers and whose operation

is addition.

The system whose set is the fractions

whose operation is multiplication.

(h) The same sat as in (g) under the operation of addition.

and 1 and

make up an algebraic system (a combination of a set and an operation)

of your own. Makoetvleast a partial table for your system. (Could

you make complete tables for the operations in Exercise 7 as we

could for those in Exorcize 6? Why?) List the properties f your

system.
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More about-Modular Arithmetic

Ve seen modular arithmetic for addition. If we put in multi-

plication we will get a different mathesatical system. With both

operations, modular aritlmetic Will be more like ordinary aithmet

Complete the multiplication tables for

mod 5 and

2

mod 8

0 0

0 1 2

2 0 2 4
3 0 ) 6

4 0 4
5 0 5

6 0 6

7 0 -

0 0 0 0

3 4 5 6

6 0 2 4 6

1

List the properties. (commutative associative, closure, identity,

inverse). Does. the distributive property for multiplication over

addition hold? Is it true that if a product is zero at least one

of the factors is zero in mod 5? in mod 8?

Modular arithmetics may be thought of as Mathematical systems

with two operations. Just as we can solve problems using ordinary

arithmetic, we can solve problems using modular arithmetic.

Exercises

Find the sum of

(a) 1 and 5 mod 8 (a) 3 and 2 mod 8

(b) 4 and 3 mod 8 (b) 6 and 5 mod 8

4 and 4 mod,8 (c) 7 and 7 mod 8

(d) 4 and 5 mod 8 (d) 0 and 2 mod 8

0 and 6 mod 8 (0) 7, 3, 5 and 1 mod 8

[

6 and 7 mod 8 (f) 6, 7, 7 .-d 5 'mod 8

)1,1_
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(g) 3, 5 and 2 iod 8

(h) 7, 6 and4 mod 8

(i) 3, 7 and-.6 mod 8

(j) 4 and 2 mod 5

(k) 7 and 2 mod 8

(1) 7 and 2 mod 9

(m) 7 and 2 mod 10

(n)

XIV-18

(g) 5 a=nd 4 mod 7

(h) 6, 3, 5 and 5 mod 7,

(i) 10, 8, 6 mod 12

(j) 12, 3, 9, 2 mod 15

(k) the first four even numbers

mod 12 (0, 2, 4 and 6)

(1) the first three prime numbers

the first three even mod 9

numbers, mod 9 (0, 2 and the multiples of three that are

4) between 0 and 14 in arithmetic

(o) the multiples of three mod 15

that are between 5 and

10 in arithmetic mod 12

the greatest common factor of

4, 6 and 82 and the greatest

common fa tor f 6 and in

arithmetie mod 12

the numbers less than 10 in

arithmetic mod 13.

2. Find the products:

(a) 3 x 5 mod 8 2 x 7 mod 8

(b) 2 x 3 mod 8

(c) 2 x 3 mod 4

(d) 2 x 3 mod 5

(9) 2 x 3 mod 6

(1) 5 x 8 mod 7

(g) 32 mod 5

(h) 72 mod 8

(i) 6 x 4 mod 5

(i) 3 x 4 x 6 mod 9

(k) 43 mod 5

5 x 3 mod 8

5 x 3 mod 9

5 x 3 4d 10

12 x 14 mod 18

62 mod 8

(g) 102 mod 12

(h) 7 x 6 x 7 mod 9

8 x 2 x (5 4.i4) mod 11

(3 4- 4) x (9 - 5) x (5 - 2) mod 12

(k) 53 mod 9
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Find the quotients:

Remember that division is always defined after we know about multi-

plication. Thus, in ordinary arithmetic the question "six 'divided

by 2 is what?" means, really, "six is obtained by multiplying 2 by

what?" An operation which begins with one of the numbers: and the

answer" to another binary operation and asks for the other number

is called an inverse operation. Division is the inverse opelation

of multiplication.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

mod 8

mod 8

,2 mod 8

mod 5

mod

mod 8

(b)

(c)

(d)

od 8

mod 8

mod 8

z° mod 5

2mod5
2

mod 10

Compute: Remember, subtraction is the inverse operation to addition.

(a) 7 - 3 od 8'

(b) 3- 7 mod 8

(c) 9 - 2 mod 10

) 2 - 9 Mod 10

) 3 - 4 mod 5

3 - 4 mod 8

(g) 2 - 5 mod 9

(h), '3 - 6 mod 9

(1) 4 - 7 mod 9

(j) 4 - 8 mod 9

(k) Does (44)=(1-4) in

arithmetic mod 8?

Does (6- 2) =(3 -9) in

arithmetic mod 10?

(a 7 - 5 mod 8

(0) , 5 - 7 mod 8

) 10 - 3 nod .11

3 - 10 mod 11

136

2 mod 6

2 - 5 mod 10

2 - 6 mod 12

3 - 7 mod 12

4 - 8 mod 12

4 - 9 mod 12

For what modulus do '1 - 3 = 5?

For what modulus doaer5 9 = 10?
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y this modular arithmettc table:

1

0 0

0 1 2 4 5

2 4 0 4
0 3 0 3 t 3

4 0 4 2 ,-0 4 2

5 0 5 4 3. 2 1

What is 5 x 5 mod 6? In this product the factors were the same.

When a product has two identical factors we call one of them

the square root of the product. 5 is the square root of 1 in

arithmetic mod 6. Are any other examples like this listed in

the table?

(b) Does I have any square roots other than 5?

(c) _Does every number have two different square roots?

.(d) Does any number have just one square root?

(e) Does'any number have no square roots at all?

Fill in this chart:

iiunii ILJAr±be Roots of the Number

6. Consider the system of natural numbers.

(a) Can you find a number that has a square root? What is it?

(b) Does more than one number have a square root?

(c) Does every number have a square root? Prove it.

(d) Does any natural number have more than one square root?

(e) Fill in the chart with names of natural numbers less han\1100


